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FOREWORD

Assessment is an important pre-requisite for programming and intervention. Histori-
callyintellectual assessmentbegan with thework of Alfred Binet intheyear l9Oöwith
the screening of school children having low academic achievements. Theuse of the
concept of IQ (Intelligence Quotient) is now confined to deflningthe borders of mental
retardation. None of the intelligence tests can claim to have high degree ofprecision
or to measure individual differences with great precision.

Another significant development in the field of psychological assessment has been the
shift to direct acquisition of data as compared to indirect methods. During thepast
three decades behavioural assessment has concentrated more on (a) motoric func-
tions; (b) physiological responses and (c) self report by the subject in contrast to
assessing psychodynamics or complexes or personality traits.

Traditional psychometric approach has been to assess the attributes of theperson,
while behavioural assessment gives importance to the environment in which the
person lives and also the interaction of the individual with the environment.

Assessment must take into account the practical needs. The most commonly asked
questions are:

a) What kind of services will suit the given person with disability.

b) What priority order be given to the areas which need to be takenup for
enhancing competence,

c) Is it a diagnostic exercise to find out whether a person has mental retarda-
tion, or

d) Is the person with disability showing progress following the trainingpro-
gramme.

Can one set of assessment answer all the above questions. No, it is only through senes
of assessments that comprehensive picture about the individual canemerge that can
help in taking the right kind of decisions for future course of rehabilitation and
training.

Hogg and Raynes (1987) in the book on Assessment in Mental Handicap classified
assessment into four categories:



a) Norm referenced,
b) Assessment of adaptive behaviour,
c) Criterion referenced, and
d) Techniques of'behavioural observations.

Psychometric evaluation typically takes into accountperformance of an indivi4ual as
compared to the group norm. Psychologis tests whichgivea score of IQ (Intelli*enae
Quotient) or DQ (Development Quotient) provide global measure of intelligence
which rarely helps in developing a training programme. Assessment of adaptive
behaviour gives an indication of social competence aëhieved by the individual which
helps in appropriate placement, and predictcommunity adjustment. Many adaptivebehaviour scales also contain a separate sectionon behaviour problems.

The criterion referenced assessment not only identifies the behaviour which require
to be taken for enhancing competence but alsorepresent the outcome of the teaching
or training, while behavioural observation detinesspecific functionsperformed by an
individual in relation to the environment in which he lives.

The development of "Behavioural Assessment Scales for Indian Children with
Mental Retardation" Parts A and B typically takes into account the behaviours
performed by a handicapped individual in relation to his environment which can be
subjected to direct observation. Part A deals with assessment ofcriterion referenced
behaviours which can be taken up for training while Part B deals with problematic
behaviour which could be taken up for intervention. The fieldtrials have shown thatboth Parts A and B are sensitive to training and meet the requisite criteria of
reliabilityand validity. The special features of these scales are theprovision of glossary
which helps in carrying out assessment reliably and a record booklet which can be
used by teachers to record progressive achievement of the child on the target
behaviours.

The authors have done excellent work in developinga tool for assessment taking into
account the state of the art behavioural technolorwhichcan be conveniently used by
special teachers in the classroom setting. Coupledwith the manualon "Behavioural
approach in training mentally retarded children", it is hoped that the Parts
A and B of the BASIC-MR would be useful instrumentsin the hands of the special
teachers. The authors should continuefurther validationworkso that these scales are
applicable on wider range of children with mental retardation.

7/

Date : March 30, 1992 Dr.DJCMENONPlace: Secunderabad Director, NIMH
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PREFACE

Psychological assessment tools may be used for a number of purposes with the
mentally retarded population which includes screening, identification and diagnosis,
classification, selection, guidance, behavioural assessment for programming and
training, evaluation for change and for certification. The over all situation related to
the availability of assessment tools to meet the above mentioned needs is not too
bright in our Indian setting, yet it is relativelybetter in terms of diagnostic assessment
area than for behavioural assessment tools needed for programming and training
mentally retarded individuals.

Alter going through the existing few Behavioural assessment Scales in our .. try,
the need was strongly felt to develop "Behavioural Assessment Scales fu; Indian
children with Mental Retardation" which laid emphasis on objectivity and also to see
that the tool was duly field tested and included information on reliability and validity.

One of the salient features of behavioural assessment is its emphasis on objectivity.
Objectivity relating to items in the scale which essentially need to be observable and
measurable, objectivity in terms of procedures for assessment and objectivity in terms
of scoring and evaluation.

Behavioural assessment is essential and crucial for developing programmes for
training mentally retarded individuals. It involves a detailed assessment of the
behaviours in a given child including both skill behaviours and problem behaviours.
It helps to objectively evaluate changes in a given individual over time and interven-
tion phase. If the teacher goes wrong at this initial step itself, further trainingmay
become meaningless.

This book on "Behavioural Assessment Scales for Indian children with
Mental Retardation" (BASIC-MR) has been developed as part of the project to
develop materials for teachers in the use of Behavioural technology in training
mentally retarded children in special schools. Other materials developed as part of the
project includes "Behavioural Approach in training mentally retarded chil-
dren: A manual for teachers" which has been printed seperately.

An attempt has been made by the authors to include items which are culturally
relevant to out Indian special school settings. The scales developed are more suitable
for school going mentally retarded children between the age range of 3 to 16-18years.
However, for older severely retarded children and children who are not attending any
special school these scales could also be found useful. To make this tool as objective as
possible items have been worded in behavioural terms, additional features of BASIC.
MR include glossary to clarify assessment issues related to various items, record
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booklet for retaining precious information obtained duringassessment, objective
scoring system, description of materials tobe used during assessment, provi-

sion for developing profiles and graphs for eachchild and report card which has
also been included to communicate the performance of the child on the scales on

quarterlybasis. To ensure appropriate use ofthese scales it is suggestedthatthe users

attend a 1-2 days workshop/training on Behavioural assessmentof mentally retarded

children and in the use of "Behavioural Assessment Scales for Indian children with

Mental Retardation" BASIC-MR. However, this need not to be followed as a rule.

The present scales have been developed based on the needs of Indian school going

population of mentally retarded children. No claim however, is made that it is an
ultimate scale. An attempt has been made by the authorsto develop a sensitive and

an objective tool for assessment and evaluation of mentally retarded children.
Immense efforts have been made by the authorstowards developing this tool keeping
the parameters and sophistications in view which go tomake a scientific tool. It was

a constant struggle to see that the tool goes through some of the rigors of test
sophistication as also that the tool serves a useful purposefor the users primarily the

teacher/s of mentally retarded children. More workcould continue with these scales

in terms of trying them out with larger number of mentally retarded children,

adapting it to suit individual population needs and further strengthening the stan-
dardisation aspects of the scale.

Reeta Peshawaria
(Principal Investigator)
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Assessment involves the systematic collection, organisation and interpretation of
information about an individual to enable decisions about him (Sundberg and Taylor,
1962; Fiske and Pearson, 1970). There are many approaches to psychological assess-
ment depending on the different purposes of assessment in the field of mental
handicap.

Diagnostic assessment aims at identification and isolation of children with mental
handicap as different from other normal children. In away, diagnostic assessment is
assessment for identification. Diagnostic assessments follow a normative orpsychom-
etric models to make comparitive evaluations of individuals (Witt et al, 1989). The
normative approach involves assessment of typical performances of groups or sub-
groups on a given psychological variable as against a large collectively representative
sample of the general population known as the "norm or reference group". The
obtained raw scores are transformed into standard or transferred scores, such as,
percentiles, stanines, point scales, grade equivalents, etc., so as to enable interpreta-
tions and comparisons of the individual scores to those of the group. There are
various types of normative assessments, such as, norm referenced tests of intelli-
gence, developmental schedules, adaptive behaviour scales, achievement tests, etc.

Criterion referenced assessments follow recent trends in the field of special education
and rehabilitation medicine (Glaser, 1963). In contrast to normative approaches, this
approach is not concerned with comparison of individuals with a norm or standard.
The point of reference is to an absolute standard within an individual rather than
a population norm (Glaser and Nitko, 1971; Popham, 1973). Criterion measures try
to answer specific questions, such as, does this child name the colour "red" eight out
of ten times successfully? It is argued that conventional normative approaches do not
really provide any useful information except stating the obvious (i.e., the individual
testee deviates from the normal). In target populations, especially individuals with
mental handicap, the individual differences are so great that group comparisons are
futile. This is true, if the assessment information is required to decide appropriate
training or rehabilitation programmes (Livingston, 1977).

Behavioural assessments view behaviour as objective, observable and measurable
units of actions with precise functional consequences. Behavioural assessments have
flourished with the progress in the field of behaviour therapy/modification (Goldfried
and Pomeranz, 1968; Kanfer and Philips, 1970; O'Leary, 1979). The crucial points of
difference between diagnostic and behavioural approaches to assessment are sum-
marised in Table 1.
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Behavioural Assessment Diagnostic Assessment

Understands behaviour as a function of its Understands behaviour as a function of its
environment; underlying causes;

Recognises behaviour as a sample of the Recognises behaviour as a sign of some
individual phenomena per se; underlying construct, such as, personality,

intelligence, etc.

Samples varied, but specific behaviours in Samples limited behaviour in broad and
particular situations; general situations;

Involves assessment for programming and Involves assessment for identification and
evaluation; diagnostic labellin

Lead on directly to planning and program- Bear only an indirect relationship to plan-
ming; ning and programming;

Continue throughout the stages of pro- Occur mainly prior to intervention or pro-
gramme planning and evaluation. gramming

Table 1. !')ifferences between Behavioural and Diagnostic Assessments

Thus, diagnostic assessments are always followed by behavioural assessment.
Behavioural assessment involves systematic collection and organisation of informa-
tion regarding what a mentally handicapped child can do or cannot do. This informa-
tion is needed to decide on what to teach.

Objectivity is an important feature of behavioural assessment. Objectivity is vital at
all stages of using behavioural assessment tools, including, administration, scoring
and interpretation of test results. Some of the ways in which behavioural assessment
is carried out in children with mental handicap are, interview (Kanfer and Saslow,
1969; Meyer, Liddell and Lyqns, 1977); direct observation (Nay, 1977); and use of
behaviour rating scales (Stuart and Stuart, 1972; Rathus, 1973; Wolff and Merrens,
1974), etc.

In the West, several behaviour assessment scales have been developed for routine use
in the training of mentally handicapped individuals. A few of them are, Balthazar
Scales of Adaptive Behaviour (Balthazar, 1973), Adaptive Behaviour Scales (Nihira,
Foster, Shellhaas and Leland, 1974), Disability Assessment Schedule (Holmes, Shah
and Wing, 1982), Aberrant Behaviour Checklist (Aman, Singh, Stewart and Field,
1985); Psychopathology Instrument for Mentally Retarded Adults (Senatore, Matson
and Kazdin, 1985), Behaviour Disturbance Scale (Leuder, and Fraser 1987) and
others.
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This book gives a detailed presentation of the development and use of BASIC-MB,
Part A and B. The book begins with an introduction on the meaning and uses of
behaviour assessment, before giving a brief review of the existing behaviour assess-
ment scales available for use with mentally handicapped individuals in our country.
A chapter each is devoted on the development of the EASIC-MR, Part A and B,
including the reliability, validity and sensitivity of this Scale. There are separate
chapters on the list of materials required to be used,the Scale, glossary, record booklet,
administration and scoring for the Scale.
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CHAPTER II

Behavioural Assessment

What is Behavioural Assessment?

A detailed behavioural assessment is essential before deciding what to teach a child
with mental handicap. Behavioural assessment is a continuous process of acquiring
information about:

(a) the current level of skill behaviours; and,

(b) the current problem behaviours in a child with mental handicap.

This information is useful in programming, training the mentally
handicapped child.

Why do Behavioural Assessment?

The teacher must conduct a detailed behavioural assessment separately for each child
with mental handicap. Thoughbehavioural assessmentis a continuous process, there
are three occasions when it is essential and should be done in detail.

1. Before starting the teaching or training programme. This is called as
baseline assessment, which is done once at the beginning of each year.

2. During the teachingortrainingprogramme. These are called as quarterly
assessments, which is done once in every three months.

3. At the end of the teaching or training programme. This is called as
programme evaluation which is done at the end of each year.

Methods of Behavioural Assessment

The behavioural assessment of children with mental handicap can be done in
many ways, such as, interviewing, use of direct observation techniques, and
behaviour checklists or rating scales, etc.

A detailed behavioural assessment helps the teacher to know

1. The specific skill behaviours already present in the child

2. The specific skill behaviours not present in the child

4



3. The specific skifi behaviours that are to be targettedfor teaching or training
the child

4. The prerequisite skills needed to teach the newly targeted skill behaviours
for the child

5. The types of problem behaviours present in the child

6. The specific problem behaviours that are to be targetted for management
of the child

7. Whether the teaching programme or the programme of behaviour change
is effective on a given child as compared with other children, or within
the same child at two different times.

5



CHAPTER lIT

Brief Review of the Existing Behavioural
As"essment Tools Used in Indian Settings

To the best of the authors' knowledge, the various assessment tools presently being
used for programming and training the mentally handicapped children in our
country have been listed alongwith the addresses for procuring them. This list may
not. however, be all inclusive.

A. Madras Developmental Programming System. (MOPS)

The MDPS designed by Jeyachandran, Vimala and Kumar, provides informa-
tion about the functional skills of mentally handicapped persons in order to
facilitate individualised programme planning.

The scale consists of 360 items grouped under 18 functional domains, such as,
gross motor, fine motor, eating, dressing, grooming, toiletting, receptive and
expressive language, social interaction, reading, writing, numbers, time, money,
domestic, community orientation and vocational respectively. Each domain lists
twenty items in an increasing order of developmental difficulty and alongthe de-
pendence-independence continuum. The MDPS also provides anAdaptiveBe-
havioural Assessment Kit comprising of materials to be used in the assessment
of each child with mental handicap.

The administration procedure involves getting information on what skill behav-
iours the child can or cannot do currently. This information is derived by direct
observation of the child, parent/caretaker interviews or by means of testing
during assessment.

The child's performance on each item is rated along two descriptions, A and B
respectively, depending on whether the child can or cannot perform the target
behaviour listed in an item on the Scale.

The data derived froth MDPS helps the teacher to set goals and draw
behavioural profiles of individual cases. Besides, it helps in the evaluation of a
child'sprogress over a period of time. Information on the reliability, validity,
field testing or standardisation of this Scale is not known or available so far.

For further details on the MDPS, contact:
Principal
Vijay Human Services.
6, Laxmipuram Street,
Royapettah, Madras - 600 014.
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B. Assessment of the Mentally Retarded Individuals for Grouping and
Teaching

The Department of Special Education, National Institute for the Mentally
Handicapped, Secunderabad, introduced a series of Checklists to facilitate
programme planning in each child with mental handicap.

There are five checklists in this series. Each Checklist is addressed to different
levels of the child's functioning, viz., preprimary, primary, secondary, pre-
vocational and vocational. The skills required at each level have been selected
carefully and written as objectively as possible. At each level, the Checklist
covers a broad domain of skills, such as, motor, self-care, communication, social
and pre-academic/academic respectively. The number of items included within
each domain of the Checklist varies from as few as 5 to 20. There are 370 items
in all the levels of the Checklists.

When a child achieves 80% success in a given level, he/she maybe considered
suitable for promotion to the next level. Each item on the Checklist are rated
alonga descriptive scale, viz., Independent (I), Needs Cueing (C), Needs Verbal
Prompting (VP), Needs Physical Prompting (PP), Totally Dependent (TD)
and Physically Incapable (P1) respectively.

The Checklists are recommended for periodic evaluation of each child on three
occasions, i.e., entry level, periodic (formative) level, and final (summative)
evaluation. The training procedures for each item is also being prepared in the
form of a handbook. The "Handbook for the Trainers of Mentally Retarded
Persons-Preprimary Level", alongwith the Checklists for Preprimary Level is
already published (Narayan and Kutty, 1989). The handbooks for other levels,
i.e., primary, secondary, prevocational and vocational are under preparation.
Information on the reliability, validity, field testing or standardisation of this
Scale is not known or available so far.

For further details, contact:

(Department of Special Education
National Institute For The Mentally Handicapped,

Manovikasnagar, Bowenpally, Secunderabad 500011.

C. Functional Assessment Tools

In a recently published "Guide for Parents of Children with Mental
Handicap", (1990) the research division of National Society of Equal Oppurtu-
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nities for the Handicapped, (NASEOH) has proposed Functional Assessment
Checklists which have been designed for use with fourlevels of children with
mental handicap. They are given in the table below:

Groups Chronological Age Mental Age

Preprimary level 3-6 yrs Below 5yrs
Primarylevel 7-lOyrs -7yrs
Secondary 1O-l3yrs 7-9yrs

K Pre-vocational 14-lfiyrs 8+

At each level, the Functional Assessment Checklists cover at least five broad
domains, viz., motor skills, self-care skills, communication skills, social skills
and pre-academic skills respectively. The specific number of items within each
domain is varying ranging from even 1 to 20 items.

The performance of each child is assessed along a descriptive scale, viz., Inde-
pendent (I), Needs Cueing (C), Needs verbal Prompting (VP), Needs Physical
Prompting(PP) and Totally dependent (TD) respectively.

When a child achieves 80% of the skills listed in the checklist for any level, he
qualifies for promotion into the next higher level. A periodic evaluation of each
child on atleast three occassions, i.e., entrylevel, formativeleveland surnmative
level is recommended. Information on the reliability, validity, field testing or
standardisation of this Scale is not known or available solar.

For further details on the checklists, contact:

(Research Division,
National Soceity of Equal
Oppurtunities for the Handicapped, (NASEOJU,

\J!ostal_Colony Road, Chembur, Bombay-400 001.

D. Curriculum Guidelines for Schools for Children with Mental Retarda-
Lion

In order to facilitate special teachers to target specific behaviours for teaching
children with mental handicap, the "Curriculum Guidelines" were developed
as part of a project initiated under the aegis of Secretary, Department of Social
Welfare, Government of Maharashtra. These guidelines address to about 100
skills from five important areas of human development, viz., motor, self-help,
psycho-social, communication and cognitive respectively. A developmental pat-
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tern was maintained in the lay-out of these skills. The complexity of the items

increase as the Scale progresses over ages.

The curriculum guidelines have been designed for use on the following five

groups:

Groups chronological Age Mental Age

Pro Nursery 0-6 yrs 0-3 yrs

Nursery 6-10 yrs 3-5 yrs

Primary 10-16 yrs 5-9 yrs

Pro-vocational 12-20 yrs 9 * yrs

\<yocatioi 20+ yrs 9+ yrs

Each child with mental handicap is assessed on every item in the curriculum
guidelines based on information derived by means of general observation,
information from parents and/or assessment of actual performance during
testing. Each item is rated along six categories, viz., "Independent","Requires
Verbal Prompting", "Requires Gestural Prompting", "Requires Physical Prompt-
ing", "Unable to Perform", or "Not Applicable", respectively.These ratings are
recorded on a profile chart before specific teaching objectives areformulated for

each assessed child with mental handicap.
A periodic quarterly assessment is suggested once in every three months.
Besides, an annual evaluation for each child withmental handicap. According
to the authors, the Curriculum Guidelines have been developed provisionally
and are subject to subsequent revisions in future. Information onthe reliability,
validity, field testing or standardisation of this Scaleis not known or available so

far.

For further details on the Curriculum Guidelines, contact:

('Aiministrative Director,
Jai Vakeel School
for children in Need of Special Care,

Sewri Hills, Sewn Road, Bonibay-400 033.

F. Problem Behaviour Checklist

In the booklet titled "Organisation of special Schools for Mentally Retarded

Children", Peshawaria (1989) has proposed a Problem Behaviour Checklist
comprising of seventeen domains (including an 'others' category) alongwith
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sample problem behaviours listed under each of them. The purpose of the
Checklist is to identify problem behaviours in children which may require
behaviour modification within the school and home settings. The teachers or
parents are required to rate each item on the Checklist under three descriptive
statements, viz., occasionally, frequently and no problem respectively.

The various domains of problem behaviours included in the Checklist are,
physical violence towards others, damages own or others property, has violent
temper or temper tantrums, restless and physically overactive, inattentive or
easily distractible, disobeys or obstinate, wanders or truancy from home/school,
uses abusive or angry language, bosses and manipulates others, misbehaves in
group settings, lies or cheats, stereotyped behaviours, self injurious behaviours,
sexual behaviour problems, odd behaviours, fears and others respectively.
Information on the reliability, validity, field testing or standardisation of this
Scale is not known or available so far.

For further details on this Checklist refer:

Peshawaria, It. (1989). "Problem Behaviour Checklist".
In J. Narayan., & Dii. Menon.
"Organisation of Special Schools for
Mentally Retarded Children", Secunderabad MMII.

(1 Maladaptive Behaviour Checldist

The Maladaptive Behaviour Checklist consists of eighty eight items distributed
over twelve domains (including an "others" category). The various domains
are, physical harm towards others, damages property, misbehaves with others,
temper tantrums, self injurious behaviours, odd behaviours, antisocial behav-
iours, rebellious behaviours, hyperactive behaviours, fears and others respec
tively.

The purpose of the Checklist is to identify problem behaviours in children at
home or in the school. The observation of problem behaviours in children are
made on the basis of their duration or frequency of occurence in a given hour
or day or week. A three point rating in terms of never (n), occasionally (o)
and frequently (f) is also included in the Checklist. Information on the reliability,
validity, field testing or standardisation of this Scale is not known or available
so far.
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For further details on the Maladaptive Behaviour Checklist, contact:

(Reeta Peshawaria/Shakila Naidu,
Department of Clinical Psychology, MMLI,

Manovikasnagar, Bowenpally, Secunderabath500 011.

IL Problem Behaviour Checklist

The Problem Behaviour Checklist is designed to identify specific problem
behaviours in children with mental handicap in the school or home settings.
There are eighty eight items distributed along twelve domains, such as, physical
harm towards others, damages property, misbehaves with others, temper
tantrums, self injurious behaviours, repetitive or stereotyped behaviours, odd

behaviours, antisocial behaviours, rebellious behaviours, hyperactive behav-
iours, fears, and any others respectively. Each item is to be rated along athree
point descriptive rating Scale, viz., never (n), Occasionally (o) and frequently
(1) respectively. Information on the reliability, validity, field testing orstan-
dardisation of this Scale is not known or available so far.

For further details and description of the Problem Behaviour Checklist,contact:

"Arya, S., Peshawaria, IL, Naidu, S., and Venkatesan, S. (1990).
"Problem Behaviour Checklist". In Peshawaria, R.
"Managing Behaviour Problems in Children: A Guide for Parents".

KNew Delhi : Vikas Publishing house Private Limited.

Behaviour Disorder Checklist (Child)

This Checklist is meant for the assessment for behaviour disorders in
children. There are 162 items in this Checklist, which have been distributed
along six domains, viz., disorders associated with face (mouth, nose, ears and

eyes), head, personal hygiene and other habits respectively.

Each item is to be scored along a five point descriptive scale, such as,Profound

(P), Severe (5), Moderate (Md), Mild (M), and/or Absent (A) respectively. A
recording sheet is also appended alongwith the Checklist tobe used for session
wise assessments of each child. Information on the reliability, validity, field

testing or standardisation of this Scale is not known oravailable so far.
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For more details on the Checklist, contact

(Dr. H.P. Mishra,
Additional Professor,
Department of Clinical Psychology, NUIHANS,

tIfsur Road, Bangalore: 560 029.

SUMMARY OF EXISTING BEHAVIOUR ASSESSMENT TOOLS FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN IN INDIA

Assessment Tool Address/Reference

Madras Developmental Principal,
Programming System (MDPS) Vjjay Human Services,

6, Laxmipuram Street,
Royapettah,
Madras: 600 014.

Assessment of the Department of Special Education,
Mentally Retarded National Institute for the
Individuals for Grouping Mentally Handicapped,
and Teaching Manovilcasnagar, Bowenpally,

Secunderabad: 500 011.

Functional Assessment Tools Research Division,
National Society of Equal
Opportunities for the
Handicapped (NASEOR),
Postal Colony Road,
Chembur, Bombay: 400 001.

Curriculum Guidelines for Administrative Director,
Schools for Children with Jai Vakeel School for Children
Mental Retardation in Need of Special Care,

Sewn Hills, Sewn Road,
Bombay: 400 033.

Problem Behaviour Peshawaria, It (1989).
Checklist "Problem Behaviour Checklist".

In .1. Narayan and O.K. Menon.
"Organisation of Special Schools
for Mentally Retarded Children".
Secunderabad, MMII.

Contd....
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Assessment Tool Address/Reference

Maladaptive Behaviour Peshawaria, R., and Naidu, S.
Checklist Department of Clinical Psychology,

NIMH, Manovikasnagar,
Bowenpally, Secunderabad: 500 OiL

ProblemBehaviour Arya, S., Peshawaria, It,
Checklist Naidu,S., and Venkatesan, 5. (1JWO).

"Problem Behaviour Checklist
In Peshawaria, It
"Managing Behaviour Problems in
Children: A Guide for Parents'.
New Delhi: Vikas Publishing House
Private Limite&

Behaviour Disorder Dr. H.P. Mishra,
Checklist Additional Professor,

Department of Clinical Psychology,
NIMHANS, Hosur Road,
Bangalore: 560 029.

Adaptive Behaviour Scale Gunthey, R.K., and Upadhyaya, S.
(Indian Revision) (1982). "Adaptive Behaviour in

Retarded and Non retarded Children".
Indian Journal of Clinical
Psychology. 9. 163.

Observations on the Existing BehaviourAssessment Toots for Mentally Handicapped
Children in the Indian Settings and Need for Developing Behavioural Assessment
Scales for Indian Children with Mental Retardation (BASIC-MR)

The existing behavioural assessment tools in the Indian setting continue to serve a
useful purpose. However, the following observations on the existing behavioural
assessment scales/checklists available for use with mentally handicapped persons in
our country are very important.

1. Most of these tools/checklists do not elicit a complete and comprehensive
information of the currentlevel of, both, skill behaviours as well as problem
behaviours. Emphasis is laid more on the assessment of skill behaviours
alone.
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2. Some of the items included in these tools/checklists are not behaviourally
worded.

3. Some of the Scales fail to provide objective and clear instructions on
administration of each item.

4. Some of these scales or checklists lack a material kit to be used while
making obj ective behavioural assessments of each child with mental handi-
cap.

5. Almost, all the existing behavioural assessment tools ]ack quantitative
measures of observed performance.

6. All the existing behavioural assessment tools do not have a glossary. to
give clear instructions on administration of each item.

7. All the existing assessment tools do not include record booklets for
maintaining a record of the detailed performance of each child over time.

S. For the behaviour assessment tools mentioned earlier, information on the
technical aspects, such as, reliability, validity, field testing, standardisation
details, etc., are not available or known so far.

Keeping the above mentioned observations in view, an attempt has been made to
develop the "Behavioural Assessment Scales for Indian Children with Mental Retar-
dation" (BASJC-MR) exclusively to meet the requirement of the project.
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CHAPTER IV

Introduction To Behavioural..s&ssessment Scales
for Indian Children with Mental Retardation (BASIC-MR)i

The Behavioural Assessment Scales for Indian Children with Mental Retardation
(BASIC-MR) has been designed to elicit systematic information on the current level
of behaviours in school going children with mental handicap. The Scales are suitable
for mentally handicapped children between 3 to 16 (or 18) years. However, the
teacher may find the Scales useful for even older severely retarded individuals. The
Scales are relevant for behavioural assessment and can also be used as a curriculum
guide for programme planning and training based on the individual needs of each
mentally handicapped child. The Scales have been field tested on a selecs iple
population. Information on the technical aspects such as reliability, val!tity and
sensitivity of the Scale are given in the next chapter.

BASIC-MR has been developed in two parts:

a) Part Az The items included in Part A of the Scale helps to assess the
current level of skill behaviours in the child.

b) Pan B: The items included in Part B of the Scale helps to assess the
current level of problem behaviours in the child.

The BASIC-MR. Pan A, consists of 280 items grouped under the
following seven domains.

1. Motor 5. Number-Time
2. Activities of daily living (ADL) 6. Domestic-Social
3. Language 7. Prevocational-Money
4. Reading-Writing

There areforty items under each domain.

All items in the scale have been written in clearly observable and measurable terms
in order to avoid confusion in understanding each item. Further, a glossary has been
added to clarilS' meanings of certain difficult items in the Scale (marked with asterisk).
The items included in the scale have been selected in such a way that they can be
targetted for teaching childrenwith mental handicap in the school/classroom setting.
The items within a domain or sub-domain have been placed in an increasing order of
difficulty in training mentally handicapped children. This means that the items
within a domain or sub-domain have been arranged in such a way that more
number of children with mental handicap would pass the items at the lower end than
at the upper end in the scale.
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There are specific quantitative scoring procedures, suggestions for preparation of
materials kit, record booklet, profile sheets and a report card included in the Scales
(See relevant chapters). There are provisions for periodic assessment of each child for
every quarter or three months, and also, to calculate cumulative skill behaviour score
which can be converted into cumulative percentages and graphic profiles.

The BASIC-MR., Part B, consists of seventy five items grouped under
the following ten domains.

1. Violent and destructive 6. Odd behaviours
behaviours 7. Hyperactive behaviours

2. Temper tantrums 8. Rebellious behaviours
3. Misbehaves with others 9. Antisocial behaviours
4. Self injurGils behaviours 10. Fears
5. Repetitive behaviours

The number of items within each domain varies.

There are specific quantitative scoring procedures, record booklet, profile sheets
and a report card included in the Scales (see relevant chapters). There are
provisions for periodic assessment of each child for every quarter or three months and
to calculate raw score, which can be converted into cumulative percentages and
graphic profiles.
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CHAPTER V

Development of BASIC-MR, PartA

The following steps were used to develop BASIC-MR,Part A:

1. Formation of item pool

2. Selection of items for initial try-out

3. Preparation of BASIC-MB, Part A

4. Initial Try out of selected items

5. Pilot study

6. Training workshop on behavioural assessment (including BASIC-MR,

Part A)

7. Final try-out of BASIC-MR, Part A

8. Sensitivity of BASIC-MB, Part A, to behavioural changes

9. Reliability

10. Validity

1. Formation of Item Pool

The initial item pool of 421 items for the BASIC-MR, Part A was formed by

a) Undertaking an exhaustive review of the availablebehavioural assessment
scales in the West as well as in our country

b) Observing class room teaching activities beingcarried out in special school

settings.

c) Obtaining comments from teachers and other professionalsWorkingwlth
mentally handicapped children

NOTE: A summary list of behavioural assessment scales available for use with mentally

handicapped children in our country are given in pages 12.13

2. Selection of items for intial try out

After the formation of initial item pool consisting of421 items these were further put

through scrutiny and selection. Many items had to be rejected from this initial pool
because they were either subjective and not behaviourally oriented, were non-

functional or not found appropriate for teaching mentallyretarded children in school

settings.
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Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

The inclusion/exclusion criteria followed for selection or rejection of items from the
initial pool into the main pool of the BASIC-MR, Part A, was as follows:

1. Exhaustive
The aim of test construction was to make the Scale exhaustive by covering
as many behavioural domains as required to lead a mentally handicapped child
from dependence to independence.

2. Relevance
Emphasis was placed on selection of items that are relevant to Indian culture,
especially in the context of their use within the school/classroom settings for
children with mental handicap.

3. Functional
Emphasis was placed on selection of items that are functional and useful to the
development of the behavioural competence in children with mental handicap.

4. Behavioural tenns
The items, which could be expressed in clear observable and measurable terms
(behavioural terms) were only included in the Scale.

Byapplyingthe above mentioned inclusion/exclusion criteria, 117 items (27.79%) got
rejected and 304 items(72.21 %) got included in the Scale (Table 2). A few examples
of the rejected items are given in the table-2.

Domain Initial Rejected Sciect Main
Pool Items Pool

Motor 88 40 48
ADL 76 35 41
Language 53 9 44
Reading-Writing 50 7 43
Number-Time 45 3 42
Domestic-Social 59 44
Pre Vocational-Money 50 8 42

Total 421 117 304

Table 2. Initial Inclusion/Exclusion of Test
Items on BASIC-MIt, Part A
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a) Irrelevant Items

Examples:
"Lifts head steady off shoulders for more than five seconds when carried in
arms" (Motor)
"Rotates around same place when lying prone" (Motor)
"Offers little or no resistance to being washed" (ADL)
"Drinks by holding feeding bottle" (ADL)
"Turns head towards source of sound" (Language)
There were 55 (47.00 %) irrelevant items in the rejected pooi of items (Table
3)

b) Non Functional Items

Examples;
"Aligns five small cubes horizontally and vertically" (Motor)
"Builds a tower" (Motor)
"Rote counts 1-100" (Number-Time)
"Traces upper case alphabets" (Reading-Writing)
"Draws a star pattern" (Reading-Writing)

Therewere 28(23.97%) nonftnctional items in the rejected pool ofitems (Table
3).

c) Items worded in Non-Behavioural Terms

Examples:
"Has Bowel control" (ADL)
"Has Bladder control (ADL)
"Participates in religious or community activities" (Domestic-Social)
"Finds various places in community' (Domestic-Social)

There were 34 (29.03 %) items worded in non behavioural terms among the
rejected OOi of items (Table 3).
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Non Observable/ Non-
Domain Irrelevant Non Measurable Functional Total

Items Items Items

Motor 23 7 10 40
ADL 20 13 2 35
Language 3 3 3 9
Reading-Writing 1 1 5 7
Number-Time - - 3 3
Domestic-Social 8 5 2 15
Pre Vocational-Money - 5 3 8

Total 55 34 28 117

Table 3. Analysis of Rejected Items from BASIC-MR, Pan A

3. Preparation of BASIC-MR Part A

The 304 item BASIC-MR, Part A, was initially drafted to cover behavioural
assessment in seven broad domains, viz., motor, activities of daily living,
language, reading-writing, number-time, domestic-social and prevocational-
money respectively.

All the items were checked to see if they were worded in observable and
measurable terms (behavioural terms). Wherever it was not possible to clarify
a particular item in behavioural terms, aglossazy was prepared for that item so
as to clarify and give clear instructions on its administration. A quantitative
behaviour measuring system was evolved to assign numerical scores for each
subject's performance on every item in the Scale.

Thereafter, raw scores were derived for each domain aswell as thewhole
Scale depending on their individual performances. The score ranges for each
item varied from 0 (not applicable); 1 (totally dependent); 2 (physical prompt-
ing); 3 (verbal prompting); 4 (clueing) to 5 (totally independent) respectively.
Thus, the maximum score possible for a child within each domain and all the
seven domains are fixed (Table 4). A materials kit was also prepared for use
during the initial try out in order to facilitate objective behavioural assessment
of each child on the BASIC-MR, Part A. Further, record booklet for maintaining
the performance of each child over time was also prepared and put into use for
the initial try out. The items within a domain or sub-domain were carefully
placed in an increasing order of difficulty in training mentally handicapped
children. This means that the items within a domain or sub-domain were ar-
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ranged in such a way that more number of children would pass the items at the
upper end than at the lower end in the Scale.

Domain Number ofltems MaiSum Score

Motor 48 240
ADL 41 205
Language 44 220
Reading Writing 43 215
Number-Time 42 210
Domestic-Social 44 220
Prevocational-Money 42 210

-__Total ___________-- - -
304 1520

Table 4. Number of Items and Maximum Scores Possible
in the initial try out of BASIC-MR, Part A.

4. Initial try out ofselected items

The BASIC-MB, Part A, initially consisting of 304 items was put into an initial
try-out on five students with mental handicap attending a special school. There
were 3 males and 2 females in the age range from 6 to 18 years belonging to
various levels from primary to prevocational respectively. The results of the
scores attained by the five children indicated the practical feasability for using
the BASIC-MB, Part A (Table 5).

Number Maximum Scores obtained by students
Domains Of Possible

Items Score 1 2 3 4 5
(8) (KR) (.1; (A) CV)

Level Scvre Secondary Primary Pro-vocational Secondary

Motor 48 240 151 204 194 194 206
ADL 41 205 62 144 150 158 168
language 44 220 77 158 119 103 156
Reading-
Writing 43 215 43 65 67 56 76
Number-Time 42 210 51 63 63 68 86
Domestic-
Social 44 220 56 80 63 102 97
Prevocational-
Money 42 210 42 67 67 64 67

Total 304 1520 482 781 743 745 856

TableS. Results of the Initial Try Out
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In order to facilitate inter-domain comparisions, easy scoring, calculation and
conversion of raw scores into percentages, a final rounding up of the existing 304
items was carried out in the Scale. For this, expert opinion and suggestions were
sought from professionals working in the field of mental handicap including 12
special educators/special teachers and clinical psychologists. Theywere requested to
rate all the items in all the domains on aS point rating scale, i.e., Wan item is found
to be most relevant for teaching, to score (3): if relevant, to score (2) and if least
relevant, to score (1). By pooling the expert comments certain items rated as less
relevant were eliminated which lead to 40 items in each domain. (Table 6 and 7).

Domain Initial Initial Rejection in Final List
Pool Rejection Final Round up of Items

Motor 88 40 S 40
.ADL 76 35 1 40

Language 53 9 4 40

Reading-Writing 50 7 3 40
Number-Time 45 3 2 40
Domestic-Social 59 15 4 40

Prevocational-Money 50 8 2 40

Total 421 117 24 280

Table 6. Summary of Initial and Final Round up of items on BASIC-Mit, Part A

Domain
Area of Change -

Motor AOL language Reading- Nwnber- Domestic Prevocational Total
Writing Time Social Money

SCALES
Sentence Structure 1 1

Changeofltems 5 2 1 1 3 12

Sequence
Arrangement 1 3 3 7 14

GLOSSARY
Additions 6 3 1 5 3 4 6 28
Deletions 1 1 1 1 1 5
Clarifications 1 1

RECORD BOOKLET
Additions 1 1

Total 13 3 8 7 4 10 VT S

Table 7. Content wise changes In BASIC-MR,
Part A following the Initial Try Out
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A few examples ofthe contentwise changes in BASIC-ME, Part A, following the
initial try out are given below:

a) Sentence structure:

"Irons clothes" changed to "Irons own cotton clothes"

b) Change of items

"Reaches for objects held 3 inches in front" was changed to "Cleans
blackboard using duster".

c) Sequence arrangement

"Follows postpositions in, on, under" (Item number 11 was shifted to 8).

5. Pilot Study

The pilot study was conducted on a random sample of 20 children with mental
handiap belonging to a special school. The sample included children with mild
(N: 9), moderate (N: 6) and severe mental handicap (N: 5). There were 13 males
and 7 females in the age range from 6 to iS years belonging to various school
levels from primaxy to prevocational respectively. The overall scores obtained
for the sample of subjects in the pilot study are given in (Table 8), The pilot
study helped in finalising the structure, format, procedure of administration
and scoring of the BASIC-ME, Part A.

Domain Mean SD
(14:20)

Motor 183.70 16.53

ADL 139.90 32.37

Language 11865 30S3

Reading-Writing 75.65 29.95
Number-Time 73.55 26.67

Domestic-Social 90.20 22.37

Pre Vocational-Money
-

68.95 23.23

Overall 731.10 169.59

table 8. Results of the Pilot Study
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6. Training workshop on Belw.viouralAssess,'nent (Including .BASIC-MR, Part A)

In order to introduce the newly developed Scale to the teachers, a one day training
workshop on "Behavioural Assessment of Children with Mental Handicap" was
conducted on 41 teachers (Table 9) from three special schools for mentally retarded
children in the country, including two schools from New Delhi, North India, and one
in Secunderabad, South India. The training workshops were conducted by the
authors separately for each centre. The student strength in Centre A was 120, in
Centre B was 150, and Centre C was 150 respectively. The children were grouped
into various classes/levels, such as, prenursery/primazy, nursery/secondary, prevo-
cational and severe groups respectively. Theteacher student ratiowas approximately
1:10 in all the three Centres. Two were voluntary organisations with financial
assistance from Government and one totally funded by the Government.

The teachers were classified as trained/untrained depending on whether they had
undergone a minimum of 1 academic year training course in special education/dis-
ability and rehabilitation.

The training workshops were carried out in two phases. In the first phase, two
Centres at New Delhi; and in the second phase, the third Centre at Secunderabad
were exposed to the use of the Scale. The topics covered during the workshop
included:

1. Introduction and meaning of behavioural assessment

2. Need for behavioural assessment

3. Review of existing behavioural assessment tools for mentally handicapped
children in India.

Training
Centre

Trained Untrained

A (N:11) 5

B (N:17)

C (N:13)

10

4

7

Total (N: 41)

9

Table 9. Distribution of Teacher Characteristics
Participating in the Final Try Out
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4. Administration, scoring, use of record booklets/profile charts and glossary in
the BASIC-MR, Part A.

The method of didactic lectures, case demonstrations and individualcase work was
adopted for the conduct of the workshop/s and the introduction of the BASIC-MB.,
PartA, to the teachers. Though didactic lectures were delivered, the emphasiswas on
live case demonstration to show the procedure of using the BASIC-MB, PartA, to
the participants of the workshop. Thereafter, teachers were given the reading
materials pertaining to the Scale for reading, before they undertook individual
casework with supervision. Itwas made sure that the teachers become familiar with
all the aspects of administration, scoring and interpretation of theScale, including use
of glossary, record booklet, profile charts, etc. Comments and suggestions from the
teacher participants of the two workshops in the North (Table 10) were taken into
account to incorporate necessary changes in the Scale. The revised version of the
BASIC-Mit, Part A, was then tried out atthe Centre in Secunderabad. Comments and
suggestions were sought for from the teacher participants again in the centre from
South after conducting the workshops. No suggestions wereput forth this time in
terms of revising the scale per se. However,it was suggested by themajority of
teachers from the South centre to have a report card if possible, based upon the
assessments on the BASIC-Mit, to be used for communicating child's progress/
performance to the parents. A semi-structured feedback questionnaire/formas
well as verbal /written comments were taken from teachers about the BASIC-Mit,
Part A (Table 11).
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Positive Comments Negative No Other Suggestions

of BASIC-MR Comments Comments

"Useful" 7(17.7%) teachers
NIL NIL suggested that the BASIC-

(90 %) (10 %) MR would be more useful if'
the itemsare placmi in order
and classified in terms of
MAs and levels for purpose
of group teaching.

ADMINISTRATION "Very Easy" "Easy"
22(53.66%) 15(36.59%) NIL 4(9.7%) NIL

ITEMS IN SCALE 2 (4.9%) teacheis wanted
addition of items, such as,
"names festivals", "eats in
public places", etc.
1(2.4%) teacher suggested
clubbing "Money" with the
"Number-Time" domain,
rather than "Prevocational
domain.

Items "Exhaustive" 4(9.8%) teachers suggested
some changes in the

34(82.14%) NIL NIL sequential arrangement of
few items.

14(14.1%) teachers
suggested that the Glossary
should be placed directly

NIL under each item rather than
as separate section tO
facilitate easy accessability

RECORD 38 (92.68 %) teachers 1(2-4%) teachers suggested

BOOKLET reported that the record havingseparate booklets for

booklet is "needed", "easy record booklet.

to use", "necessary to keep 2(4.9) teachers suggested

records", "needed to show more spacingbetweenitems
progress", etc. NIL 3(4.9%) in the record booklet.

SCORING Alt teachers(100%) reported
that the scoring system
is "easy", "good", etc NIL NIL NIL

REPORT CARD 12(29.27%) of teachers
suggested to have a report
card.

Table 11. Teachers comments N-41 on BASIC-MR., Part A & B
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UTILITY OF
BASIC-MR

"Very
Useful" 37 4

Relevance to School

35 (85.7 %)

Items "Objective/Clear"

38 (92.86 %)

GLOSSARY All teachers (100%)reported
that the Glossary is
"Useful"" Good",
"Necessary" etc. NIL



7. Final Try Out of BASIC-MR. PartA

After appropriate training inputs were given about the use of the BASIC-ME, Part A,
during the Workshop, the teachers from the same three schools were asked to
administer the Scale on the children in their respective classes. The overall mean
baseline scores and their domain wise distribution of scores on the BASIC-Mit, Part
A, for 235 mentally retarded children as reported by the respective teachers were
compiled (Table 12).

Domahi Mean SD
(N:235)

Motor 160.83 32.62
ADL 153.41 39.46

Language 130S6 4&06

Reading-Writing 90.58 41.04
Number-Time 77.54 42d6
Domestic-Social 10638 35.70

Prevocational-Money 75.44 3M3

Overall 795.35 242.22

Table 12. Baseline Scores on the BASIC-MB, Part A,
for subjects In the Final Try out

& Sensitivity of BASIC-MR. Part A, to Behavioural Changes in Children with
Mental Handicap

A follow up repeat assessment of the same 235 children was conducted after a period
of three months on the EASIC,-MR, PartA, in orderto determine the sensitivity of the
Scale to behavioural changes over an intervening training phase. Apart from one
day's workshop on behavioural assessment a four day workshop was also conducted
for these teacher/participants on the use of behavioural approach (methods) in
training mentally retarded children as also to decrease problem behaviours in them.
The results indicate that the Scale is indeed sensitive to behavioural changes over
time even within three months at a statistically highly significant level, both overall
as well as within each domain. (Table 13).
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Domain Mean SD 't" value
(Pre-Post Scores) (N:235)

Motor
Pre 160.83 32.62
Post 165.08 31.12 7.99'

AI)L
Pre 153.41 39.46
Post 158.59 37.75 7.44"

Language
Pre 130.96 45.06
Post 137.49 44.78 10.00"

Reading-Writing
Pre 90.58 41.04
Post 98.29 42.15 10.33

Number-Time
Pre 77.54 42.16
Post 83.54 43.85 10.47

Porn eat ic-S o c Ia!
Pre 106.53 35.70
Post 113.03 35.70 7.89

Prevocational-Money
Pre 75.44 35.13
Post 80.65 36.88 860

Overall
Pre 795.35 242.22
Post 836.66 243S3 12.52"

(*** p = .c 0.001)

Table 13. Sensitivity of BASIC-MB, Part A, to Behavioural Changes

9. Reliability

An attempt was made to establish the inter-rater reliability for the BASIC-Mit, Part
A, by taking a sub sample of 46 school going children with mental handicap and
having them independentlyassessed concurrently by two raters. Rater 1 was a duly
trained Research Assistant in the Project team and Rater 2, who had undergone 1
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day/s training workshop on behavioural assessment and 4 day/s workshop behav-
ioural methods forteaching, was the child's respective class teacher. The results show
a high degree of positive correlation between the two independent assessments for the
overall scores (r: 0.835) as well as within each domain of the Scale (Table 14).

Domain Rater Mean SI) r
I & II (N:46)

Motor Rater 1 153.91 20.08
Rater 2 165.20 28.72 0.829

ADL Rater 1 156.96 21.37
Rater 2 165.39 30.51

Language Rater 1 130.15 19.55
Rater 2 137.70 37.09 0.791

Reading- Rater 1 81.00 24.54

Writing Rater 2 104.26 30.88 0.723

Number- Rater 1 73.78 19.54
Time Rater 2 77.39 27.70 0.806

Domestic- Rater 1 85.30 16.62
Social Rater 2 119.80 27.72 0.582'

Pre vocational- Rater 1 69.91 14.79

Money Rater 2 88.39 27.93 0.801

Overall Rater 1 751.02 119.94
Rater 2 855.96 183.22

(" p = <0.001)
Table 14. Reliability of BASIC-MR, Part A

10. Validity

The concurrent validity of the BASIC-MR. Part A, was established against social
quotients of the mentally retarded children as derived on the Vineland Social
Maturity Scale, Indian adaptation by Malin. For a sub sample of 88 school going
children with mental handicap the VSMS was administered individually and the
scores derived on this Scale was correlated against their scores on the BASIC-MR.
Part A (Table 15). Construct validity of BASIC-MR. Part Awas also measured for the
differencesbetween the mean scores on pre and posttestlevels. The scoreswere found
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to be statistically significant (p = <0.001) (Table 15). Besides the face validity for
BASIC-MR Part A as obtained from teacher ratings was found to be high (Table 11)

Scores
I

Moan SD 4"."88)
Pr. test

BASIC-ME, Part A 796.36 224.88
VSMS 51.07 19.20 0.726

Post test

BASIC-ME, Part A 831.27 218.90
VSMS 51.07 19.20 0.804

Table 15. Validity of BASIC-ME, Part A
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CHAPTER VI
List of Materials

The BASIC-MR. Part A, requiresthe following materials for assessment. The teacher
can prepare a kit as also suggested during the field testing by collecting the materials
with the specifications given in this chapter. It is important that these materials are
used accordingto the specifications, only for assessmentpdrposes and not necessarily
for teaching/training children with mental handicap. The sign '#' given against the
items in the scale indicate use of specific materials for assessment. The list does not
however include a few materials needed for assessment as it is presumed that schools
would in any case have them. For example, slide, ladder, chair, table, etc.

The abbreviations given in brackets in the following list of materials re r to the
spetific domain-item for which the material is to be used. For example, the code
M-1 against "One inch cubes" means that the said material is to be used during
assessment of item 1 under the Motor (M) domain. The abbreviations listed in the
brackets include Motor (M), Activities of daily living (ADL), Language (L), Reading-
Writing (RW), Number-Time (NT), Domestic-social (DS) and Pre-vocational-Money
(PIT) respectively. Certain materials may be repeatedly used to assess different items
under the same domain as mentioned in the material list or different items under
different domains. For example, underMotor(M) Domain I, to assess item 17(M-17),
picture book is required. This same material can be used to assess Language(L) item
number 6 (L-6).
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DOMAIN.! DOMAIN-!!
MOTOR ACrWIT!ES OF DAiLY !JV!NG

(M) (ADL)

M-1 One inch cubes ADL-2 Cup/glass
M-5 One inch beads of different col-

ADL-6 Banana, orangeours
Two square inch container ADL-7 Straws

M-6 One centimetre beads or pegs of
ADL-8 Spoon and platedifferent colours

M-9 The ball should be around 12-14 ADL-14 Towel
inches in circumference.

ADL-15 Soap
M-11 Same as M-9

ADL-16 Tooth brushM-15 The glasses should be of 12-l5cms.
in height. ADL-19 Tooth paste/dental cream/

M-17 Picture book tooth powder/neem stick
M-21 Same as M-9

ADL—20 Mug, bucketM-22 Same as M-9
M-24 Duster/cloth/sponge ADL-21 Same as ADL-14

M-25 Cycle lyre, 5 stones ADL-22 Same as ADL-15
M-29 Postal size envelopes and A-4

ADL-23 Same as ADL-14size paper.
M-31 Marbles. ADL-24 Same as ADL-20
M-32 Perforated sheets of about 10 cms.

ADL-25 Same as ADl45length
M-33 Thebasketshould be 9-10 inches ADL-34 String

in height and 9-10 inches in cir-
cumference. Ball 12-14 inches in 1L-35 Powder
circumference.

ADL-36 Hair Oil
M-34 10-12 cms. size scissors.
M-36 Tenni koit ring ADL-37 Medium sized nailcutter

M-37 Medium sized needle and ordinary ADL-38 Wrist watch
machine thread.

M-38 Match box with match sticks ADL-39 Comb

M-39 Bicycle ADL-40 Cloth/cotton/pads, shaving set
M-40 Skipping rope.
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DOMAIN-Ill DOMAIN-W
LANGUAGE READING-WRITING

(L) (RW)

L-6 SameasM-17 RW-2 SazneasM-17
RW-3 Same as 14-6

L-17 Sight words written in capital let- RW-6 Same cards can be used asters on 12 1/2 x 8 1/2cm. flash
L..32th35

cards
RW-7 3 letter words in small letters

canbewrittenon 12 1/2 xSl/L-18 Story pictures cut and pasted on
2cm.flash cards (two sets)17 1/2 x 12 1/2cm. flash cards

RW-8 Same as M-6
L-19 Pictures of traffic signals pasted RW-9 Same as M-6

on 12 1/2 x 8 1/2cm. flash cards RW-10 4 letter words in small letters
canbewritten on 12 1/2x8 1/

L-29 Action pictures pasted on 121/2 X 2 cm. flash cards
8 1/2cm. flash cards RW-12 Two word phrases can be writ-

ten on 12 1/2 x 8 1/2cm. flash
L-32 Pictures of animals, vehicles, cards

vegetables and fruits pasted on RW-15 Short sentences consisting of
121/2 x 81/2cm. flash cards. 6-8wordscanbe written on 12

1/2 x 8 1/2cm flash cards
L-33 Same as L-32 RW-16 Words in capital letters can be

be written on 12 1/2x8 1/2cmL-34 Same as L-32 flash cards
RW-17 Paragraphs consisting of 30-40L-35 Same as L-32 words can be written on 17

1/2x 12 1/2cm flash cards
RW-18 Cuttings of headlines from nvs-

paper or magazines
RW-19 Paragraphs should be handwrit-

ten in cursive characters, con-
sisting of 30-40 words

RW-20 Cuttings of short news items
from newspaper or magazines

RW-23 2-3 inches in diameter circular
object

RW-37 Post cards
RW-38 Specimen application forms of

bus pass, railway pass, etc.
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DOMAIN-V DOMAIN-VI
NUMBER-TIME DOMESTIC-SOCIAL

(NT) (OS)

NT-2 Same as M-1 05-3 Cloth/sponge

NT-S Same as M-6 DS-4 Same as ADL-20

NT-5 Numbers 1-10 written on 12 05-6 Broom
1/2 x 8 1/2 cm flash cards

DS-7 Same 05-3
NT-8 Same as NT-5

05-8 Plates, snacks, etc.
NT-9 Same as M-15

DS-9 Ash/vim/soap
NT-17 Math symbols +, -, =

written on 12 1/2 x 8 1/2 cm 03-10 Washing powder,soap
flash cards.

OS-il Knife
NT-18 Measuringcupsofl/4th, 1/2,1

and 3/4 litres. 05-12 Match box/Lighter

NT- 19 Weighing scale, weights of 05-13 Tea/coffee powder, sugar milk
5ogrns and lOOgms.

03-14 flour, water, plate
NT-20 Calculator

05-16 Buttons, needle and thread
NT-22 Number clock

DS-36 Snake and ladder, ludo,
NT-27 Same as NT-22 Chinese checker

NT-SO Same as NT-22

NT-34 Same as NT-22

NT-37 Calender

NT-38 Same as NT-22

NT-40 Same as NT-22
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bolnAIN-vi!
PilE-VOCATIONAL

(Pv)

PV-2 Crayons/water colours

PV-3 Pencil sharpner

PV-4 Gum and Scrap book

PV-5 Same as M-34

PV-7 Stappler, stappler pins

PV-S Punching machine

PV-11 Nuts, envelopes,etc.

PV-12 Calender, Nail and Hammer

PV-13 Screw Driver
PV-15 Flowers, needle and thread

PV-16 Cotton, bandage/cloth, antis-
ceptic

PV-17 Same as M-37

PV-1S Saplings

PV-20 Giftwrapping paper, cellotape/
stappler

PV-24 Coins and currency notes of
various denomintions

PV-25 Same as PV-24

PV-26 Same as PV-24

PV-27 Same as PV-24

PV-28 Same as PV-24

PV-29 Same as PV-24

PV-39 Specimen of deposit form

PV-40 Specimen of withdrawl form
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CHAPTER Vfl

Administration arid Scoring of BASIC-MR (Part-A)

There are specific guidelines which the teachers/users need to follow while admini-
stering and scoring BASIC-MR (Part-A) which are discussed in this chapter.

The BASIC-MB, Part A, is to be administered individually on each child with mental
handicap. The teacher/user should go through the entire scale and familiarise with
the meaning of each Item before beginning to administer the scale.

Administration of BASIC-MR (Thn-A)

The following points need to be followed while administering the Scale:

1. Read each item within every domain in the Scale and assess whether the given
child with mental handicap can or cannot perform it.

2. As far as possible, use direct observation techniques rather wan interview
techniques to determine actual performance of the child, i.e., how well the child
can or cannot perform the said item.

3. It is not essential that the teacher should complete the behavioural assessment
of the ,..hild using the Scale within a single session. Depending on the extent of
the child's co-operationecause some children with mental handicap require
to be assessed over two or more sessions to note if they can or cannot perform
certain item! on the scale. In rare cases, where information cannot be gathered
through direct observation, information from parents/caretakers may be sup-
plemented. Assessment should be conducted over a period of time till the
teacher is convinced and certain that it is the best performance of the child on a
particular item.

4. The teacher need not administer all the 40 items within a given domain for
each and every child being assessed on the BASIC-MR. The test administration
within any domain can be stopped after five consecutive failures by a child in
that domain. The rest of the items need not be administered, and they should
be scored '0'. In such cases, maxinium scores possible for the child in each of the
domains continue to be 200.

5. The items within each domain of the BASIC-MB, part A, have been classified
according to the social/mental ages i.e. O-Syears, 5-7years, 7-9 years and 9+
respectively. The age levels to which a particular item belongs to, are coded
accordingly in the Scale. The teacher may administer only those items, which
belongto the known social/mental age range of a given childwith mental handi-
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cap. For example, if a child is in the O-5year level, the teacher may administer
only those items which are listed under this age range in the Scale. However, if
a child passes all the items in this age range, the teacher may proceed to assess
and/or teach the items in the next age range. This information is useful to
guide teachers/users roughly as to, on which item to begin assessing the child.
However, if the teacher/user has the time it is ideal to assess the child on the
whole scale.

6. Use a record booklet as you administer the scale for each child. Enter the
performance of the child and the score obtained in the record booklet for all the
four occassions that you assess and evaluate the child during the year.

7. The teacher/user must refer to the glossary where ever the item in the scale
is marked with an asterisk ('9. This will help clarifr issues related to the ad-
ministration of certain items. As the teacher/user gains experience in the use of
the items the need for referring to the glossary will decrease.

8. The teacher/user should prepare the materials as described in chapter 6 and
keep it ready before starting the assessment of the child.

9. Use the report card (Appendix 3) to communicate the performance/progress
to the parents or significant others of each child. Enter the information/scores
obtained in the appropriate columns of the report card after each assessment,'
evaluation.

Scoring ofBASIC-MR (Pan-A)

Each child with mental handicap may show different levels of performance on every
item on the BASIC-MR, Part A. The six possible levels of performance under which
each item can be scored are as follows: Use the record booklet to enter the scores
obtained by the child on each item.

Level One: Independent (Score 5)

lithe child performs the listed behaviour without any kind of physical or verbal help,
itis marked as independent and given a score of 5. For example, on verbal instruction
given by the teacher "Undress", the child undresses himself without any help.

Level Two: Clueing (Score 4)

If the child performs the listed behaviour only 'with some kind of verbal hints
(example, "open", "dose", "pull", "push", etc.) orgestural clues (example, pointing
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with fingers, shaking forefinger to hint "no" or having to show him how to do and
then only he does, etc.), it is marked as "clueing" andgiven a score of 4. To continue
the previous example, even after the teacher's verbal instruction to "undress" if
the child is unable to perform, and requires additional verbal clues such as
"pull...open...bend etc.", in order to perform the activity, then the child's perform-ance is at the level of clueing.

Level Three Verbal Prompting (Score 3)

Ifthe child performs the listed behaviouronly withsome kind ofaccompanyingverbaj
statements (example, "open the zipper", "bendyour body", "raise the right leg and
remove the pant", etc.) it is marked as verbal prompting and givena score of 3.

Level Four Physical Prompting (Score 2)

If the child performs the listed behaviour only with any kind of accompanying
physical or manual help (example, requires physical help in unzipping pants,
removing pants from legs, etc.) it is marked as physical prompting and given a scoreof 2.

Level Five : Totally dependent (Score 1)

If the child does not perform the listed behaviour currently, although he can be
trained to do so (example, others have to remove hispants and the child makes no
attempt to do it on his own), it is marked as totally dependent and given a score of 1.

Level Six: Not applicable (Score0)

Some children maynotbeabletoperformali5 behaviour stall, owing to sensory
or physical handicaps. For example a visually impaired child will not be able
to "read words/sentences" (RW-1O, 15). Similary the item "runs forminimum ten
steps" (M- 12) may not be applicable to a CP child with grossly affected lowerlimbs.
Occassionally, an item may not be applicable owing to age, sex or psychosocial
background of the child. For example, the item "plaits hair" (ADL-39) willnot be
applicable for a female child with short cut hair; or the item "maintains menstrual
hygiene/shaves" (AJJL-40) will not be applicable for aperson who has not gtarted
shaving or attained menarche; the item "tells date of birth" (NT-35) will not be
applicable for an orphan child, respectively. Wherever an item is marked "not
applicable", it gets a score of 0.
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Instructions

1. On each item of the Scale, a child with mental handicap may get any score
ranging from 0 to 5 depending upon his level of performance for that particular
item. Enter the appropriate score obtained by the child for each item in the
record booklet.

2. The maximum possible score for a child within each domain of 40 items is 200.
3. The maximum possible score for a child in all the seven domains of the Scale

is 1400.

4. Add the individual scores of the child on each item within a domain and express
it as "Raw Score" for that domain. Convert it into percentage for each domain
by dividing the raw score (RS) obtained in each domain with 200 and multiply
by 100.

5. Calculate the total "Raw Scores" for all the seven domains and express it as
BASIC-MR, Part A Score. A higher Score indicates better skillbehaviours in the
child.

6. Convert the total 'Raw score' into cumulative percentages by dividing the total
'Raw score' (RS) with the maximum possible score i.e. 1400 and multiply by 100.

7. Administer the Scale according to the above procedure on four occasions.

a) The first or initial assessment of the child is done before starting the
teaching or training programme.This is called as Baseline Assessment

b) Repeat the next three assessments at the end of every three months i.e.,
one quarter.

8. Enter the Raw Scores, Total Raw Scores, Percentages and Cumulative percent-
ages attainted by the child atthe end of each quarterin the appropriate columns.
and plot the graph under "graphic profile".

* Indicates item has a Glossary.
# Indicates materials to be used.
# Indicates item has, both, glossary and materials to be used.

Discrepencies in Scores

In the actual use of BASIC-MR, part A, some children may rarely get higher scores
on difficult items and lower scores on easier items in the Scale. This tendency in
the distribution of scores is called asintra domain scatter orintru domain dispersion.

Whenever intra domain dispersion is observed in the performance of a particular
child on the BASIC-MR, part A, check on the following sources of scatter:
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1. Has the scatter occured because the child was taught the difficult item/s in
place of item/s at easier levels?

2. Has the scatter occurred due to some assessment error in using the BASIC-MR,
part A? There may be errors in observation or scoring.

3. Has the scatter occurred due to any associated handicaps in the child (such as,
cerebral palsy, hearing impairment, visual impairment, etc.), which might have
prevented the child frompassingtestitems which areloadedinthese skills. For
example, a visually impaired child may be unable to pass the item on "threads
a needle", but pass an item which is of higher difficulty level.
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CHAPTER VIII

Development of BASIC-Mit, Part B

The following steps were used to develop BASIC-MB, Part B:

1. Formation of item pool

2. Selection of items for initial try-out

3. Survey of problem behaviours in special school settings

4. Preparation of BASIC-tAR, Part B

5. Pilot study

6. Training workshop on behavioural assessment
(including BASIC-MB, Part B)

7. Final try-out of BASIC-MB, Part B

8. Sensitivity 0fBASIC-MR, Part B, tobehavioural changes

9. Reliability

10. Validity

1. Formation of Item Pool

The initial item pool for the BASIC-MB, Part B was formed by

a) Undertaking an exhaustive review of theavailable behavioural assessment
scales in the West as well as in our country including assessment of

problem behaviours.

b) Observing class room problembehaviours in special schools

c) Obtaining comments from teachers andother professionals working with

mentally handicapped children

Note : A summmary list of behaviouralassesment scales available for use with

mentally handicapped children in our country are given in pages 12-13
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2. Selection of Items for Initial Try Out

After the formation of item pooi, 88 items were generated for further scrutiny and
selection. Many items had to be rejected from this initial pool because they were either
subjective, not behaviourally oriented, or not applicable to special school settings.
Items were selected in the Scale, which were relevant to school/classroom settings,
and expressed in observable and measurableterms (behavioural terms). By applying
these inclusion/exclusion criteria, 15 items (16.9%) gotrejected and 73 items (83.1%)
ot included in the Scale (Table 18). Besides, the 11 domains in the BASIC-MR, Part
B. during Intitial try out were increased to 12 domains. Afew examples of the rejected
items are "threatens physical violence", "behaves mischieviously, etc.

Scale Initial Rejected Select Main
Pool Items

-
Pool

-

*SIC-MR,
88 15 73

Table 16. Initial Inclusion/Exclusion of Items on BASIC-MR, Part B

3. Survey of Problem Behaviours in Special School Settings

The 78 item BASIC-MB, Part B,was initially drafted to cover behavioural assessment
of problem behaviours in mentally retarded children in 12 domains, viz., physical
harm towards others, damages property, temper tantrums, misbehaves with others,
self injurious behaviour, repetitive behaviour, odd behaviour, restless and physically
overactive, inattentive, rebellious behaviour, antisocial behaviour and fears. Under
each of these domains items/problem behaviours were listed in behavioural terms,
including an "others" category.

This Scale was used in a survey of 288 institutions working for the mentally
handicapped in the country in order to elicit teachers perceptions of problem
behaviours in classroom/special school settings. The Scale was mailed to all these
institutions, out of which 530 teachers responded by giving their perceptions of
problem behaviours in children within their classroom/school settings (Peshawaria,
Venkatesan, Mohanpatra and Menon, 1990).

4. Preparation of BASIC-MR, Part B

Based on the results of the survey conducted on teachers in the various special schools
across the country, the 73 item Scale was revised into a 75 item Scale. The domains,
"physical harm towards others" and "damages property" were combined as "violent
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and destructive behaviour", while the domains "restless and physically overactive"
and "inattentive" were combined as "hyperactivity". Also, the "others" categorywas
onlykeptatthe end ofthe Scale since no additional problem behaviourswere reported
by the teachers during the survey.

Thus, the final 75 item BASIC-MR, Part B, covered 10 domains, viz., violent and
destructive behaviours, temper tantrums, misbehaves with others, self injurious
behaviour, repetitive behaviour, odd behaviour, hyperactivity, rebellious behaviour,
antisocial behaviour and fears, along with an "others" category (Table 17).

All the items were written in observable and measurable terms (behavioural terms),
A quantitative behaviour nwosuring system was evolved to assign numerical scores
for each subject's problem behaviour. The raw scores for a given item on the BASIC-
MR, Part B, ranges from 0 (never); I (occasionally); and 2 (frequently). Thus, the
maximum score possible for a child on thewhole Scale is 150. The raw scores can be
converted into cumulative percentages. Further, profile sheet, record booklet for
maintaining record of problem behaviours in each child overtime was also prepared
and included in the BASIC-MR, Part B.

Scale Select Main Added Final
Red Items Items

BASIC-MR,
PartB 73 2 75

Table 17. Final Version of Items on BASIC-MR, Part B

5. Pilot Study

The pilot study was conducted on a sample of 20 children with mental handiap
belonging to a special school. The sample included children with mild (N: 9),
moderate (N: 6) and severe mental handicap (N: 5). There were 13 males and '1
females in the age range from 6 to 18 years belonging to various school levels from
primary to prevocational respectively. The overall scores obtained for the sample of
subjects in the pilot study is given in (Table 18). This helped in finalising the
structure, format, procedure of administration and scoring of the BASIC-MR, Part B.

Cumulative Mean
kawScore SD

BASIC-MR,
Part B 10.50 3.24

Table 18. Results of the Pilot Study
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6. Training Works/top on BehaviouraMssessrn,j (InculdingBASIC-MR, PwtB)

In order to introduce the BASIC-MB, Part B, to the teachers, a one day training
workshop on "Behavioural Assessment of Children with Mental Handicap"was
conducted on 41 teachers from the same special schools as listed underStep VI of the
development of BASIC-MB, Part A (See Chapter V). The training workshop also
covered details on administration, scoring, use of record booklets/profile sheetsfor
the BASIC-Mit, Part B. Emphasis was on live case demonstration to show the
procedure of using the Scale to the participants. A semi-structured feedback
questionnaire/from as well as verbal/written comments were taken from teachers
about the BASIC-MB, including both Part A and B. (See Table 11 in Chapter V)

7. lmnal Try Out of BASIC-AIR, Part B

After appropriate training inputs were given on the use of the BASIC-Mit, PartB,
during the Workshop, the teachers from the same three schools were asked to
administer the Scale on the children in their respective classes. The overall mean
baseline scores on the BASIC-Mit, Part B, for 235 children as reported by their
respective teachers were compiled (Table 19).

& Sensitivityof BASIC.MR Part B, to Behavioural Changes in Children with
Mental Handicap

A follow-up repeatassessmentofthechj1n was conducted afteraperiod of three
months on the BASIC,-MR, Part B, in order to determine the sensitivity of the Scale
to behavioural changes over an intervening behaviour management programme.
Apart from one day's workshop on behavioural assessment a four day workshop was
also conducted for these teacher/participants on the use of behaviouralapproach
(methods) in training mentally retarded children as also to decrease problem behav-
iours in them. The results indicate that the Scale is indeed sensitive to behavioural
changes over time even within three months at a statistically highly significant level.
(Table 20).
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Men SD "t" value
iN:235)

Problem Behaviour Score

Pre 15.83 15.78
Post 13.21 15.22 7.50

p = < 0.001)
Table 20. Sensitivity of BASIC-MB, Part B, to Behavioural Changes

9. Reliability

A test retest reliability exercise was conducted on a sample of 127 teachers. i'he eight
week test retest reliability coefficient for the BASIC-MR, Part B, was found to be 0.68
(Peahawaria, Venkatesan, Mohapatra, and Menon, 1990).

IlL Validity

The c9nstruct validity of the BASIC-MR, Part B, was established by measuring the
signifbant difference between the mean scores at pre and post testlevels. This change
was nd to be statistically significant (p <0.001) (Table 20). Besides, face validity
for IC-MB, Part B, as obtained from teacher ratings was found to be high (Table
11).
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CHAPTER IX

Administration and Scoring of BASIC-MR (Part-B)

There are specific guidelines which the teachers/users need to follow while admini-
stering and scoring BASIC-MR (Part-B) which are discussed in this chapter. The
BASIC-MR Part-B is to be administered individually on each child with mental
handicap. The teacher/user should go through the entire scale and familiarise with
the meaning of each item before beginning to administer the scale.

Administration of BASIC-Mi? (Part-B)

The following points need to be followed while administering the scale:

1. Administer the BASIC-MR, Part B, alongwith the Part A on each child with
mental handicap in the school/classroom setting. Do not presume that whether
a particular child has or does not have behaviour problems.

2. Read each item within every domain in the scale and assess whether thegiven
child with mental handicap has or does not have, the stated problem behaviour.

3. As far as possible,use direct observation techniques rather than interview
techniques to determine if the child has or does not have the stated problem
behaviour.

4. It is not essential that the teacher should complete the behavioural assessment
of the child using Part B, within a single session. Depending on the nature of
problem behaviours observed or reported, children may have to be assessed over
few sessions of observation. In rare cases, where direct observation ofsome
problem behaviours is not possible, information can be elicited and supple-
mented from parents/caretakers

5. Some of the items in the scale describe behaviours which cannot be considered
as problematic for very young children (for example, fears). The question of
whether a given behaviour is problematic or not depends on the way that
particular behaviour is viewed by the teacher as interfering in the teaching/
learning process. Nevertheless, record a persons behaviour as accurately as
possible while completing the Scale.

6. Use a record booklet (See Chapter 13) as you administer the scale for eachchild.
Enter the performance of the child and the score obtained as you administer
the scale for all four occassions that you assess and evaluate the childduringthe year.
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Mean SD "t" value I

(N235)

Problem Behaviour Score

Pre 15.83 15.78
Post 13.21 15.22 7.50

(* p = c 0.001)
Table 20. Sensitivity of BASIC-MR, Part B, to Behavioural Changes

9. Reliability

A test retest reliability exercise was conducted on a sample of 127 teachers, the eight
weektestretestreliabilitycoefficientfOrthe BASIC-MR,PartB,was found tobe0.68

(Peshawaria, Venkatesan, Mohapatra, and Menon, 1990).

ib. Validity

The c9nstruct validity of the BASIC-MB, Part B, was established by measuring the

signifftantdifferencebetweenthe mean scores atpreandpost test levels. This change

was nd to be statistically significant (p = <0.001) (Table 20). Besides, face validity
for IC-ME, Part B,as obtained from teacher ratings was found tobe high (Table

11).
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CHAPTER IX

Adniinistration and Scoring of BASIC-MR (Pan-B)

There are specific guidelines which the teachers/usersneed to follow while admini-
stering and scoring BASIC-MR (Part-B) which are discussed in this chapter. TheBASIC-MR Part-B is to be administered individuallyon each child with mental
handicap. The teacher/user should go through the entire scale and familiarise with
the meaning of each item before beginning to administer the scale.

Administration of BASIC-MR (Pan-B)

The following points need to be followed whileadministering the scale:

1. Administer the BASIC-MR, Part B, alongwith the Part A on each child with
mental handicap in the school/classroom setting. Do notpresume that whether
a particular child has or does not have behaviour problems.

2. Read each item within every domain in the scale and assess whether the given
child with mental handicap has or does not have, thestated problem behaviour.

3. As far as possible,use direct observation techniques rather than interview
techniques to determine if the child has or does not have the statedproblembehaviour.

4. It is not essential that the teacher should complete the behavioural assessment
of the child using Part B, within a single session.Depending on the nature of
problem behaviours observed or reported, childrenmay have to be assessed over
few sessions of observation. In rare cases, where direct observation of some
problem behaviours is not possible, information can be elicited and supple-mented from parents/caretakers

5. Some of the items in the scale describe behaviours which cannot be considered
as problematic for very young children (for example, fears). The question of
whether a given behaviour is problematic or not depends on the way that
particular behaviour is viewed by the teacher as interfering in the teaching/
learning process. Nevertheless, record a persons behaviouras accurately as
possible while completing the Scale.

6. Use a record booklet (See Chapter 13) asyou administer the scale for each child.
Enter the performance of the child and thescore obtains as you administer
the scale for all four occassions thatyou assess and evaluate the child during
the year.
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Scoring of BASIC-MR (Part-B)

The following is the criteria of scoringwhich need to beused for BASIC-MR (Part-B):

1. For any given child with mental handicap, check each item of the scale and rate
them along a three point rating scale, viz, never (n), occassionally (o) or
frequently (I) respectively given in the record booklet against each itemon thesea.

a. If the stated problem behaviour preseiltly does notoccur in the child, mark
"never"(n) and give a score of zero.

b. If the stated problem behaviour presently occurs once in a whiL or now
ôd then, it is marked "Occasionally" and given a score of one.

c. . the stated problem behaviour presently occurs quite often or, habitually,
n, is marked "frequently" and given a score of two.

This, for each item on the BASIC-MR, Part B, a child withmental handicap
mta get any score ranging from zero to two depending on the severit/frequency of that problem behaviour. Enter the appropriate score obtainedbythe child for each item in the record booklet.

2. The maximum possible score for a child on Part B, is 150.

3. Addthe individual scores of the child on each item withina domain and expressit 'Raw score'(RS) for that domain. Convert it into percentage for each
doin by dividing the obtained raw score (RS) with maximumscore for that
par'cular domain and multiple by 100.

4. Calculate the total 'Raw score' for all the ten domains and express it as Total
'Raw score'(RS) for BASIC-MR (Part-B). A lower score indicates fewerbehav-
iour problems.

5. Convert the total Raw score (RS) into cumulativepercentages by dividing
the total Raw score (RS) with the maximum possiblescore i.e. 150 and multiply
by 100.

6. Plot the cumulative percentages on the graphic profile.

7. Administer the BASIC-MR, Part B, according to the above procedure on four
occasions each time alongwith Part A.
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a) The first or initial assessment of the child is done before starting the
teaching or training programme. This is called as baseline assessment.

b) Repeat the next three assessments at the end of every three months i.e.

one quarter.

8. Enter the Raw Scores, percentages, total Raw scores and cumulative percent-
ages attained by the child at the end of each quarter in the appropriate columns
and plot the graph under "graphic profile". (Appendix 2)

9. Use the report card (Appendix 3) to communicate the performance/progress to

the parents or significant others of each child. Enter the information/scores
obtained in the appropriate columns of the report card after each assessment!

evaluation.
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CHAPTER X

Behavioural Assessment Scales for Indian Children
with Mental Retardation (BASIC-Mit) Part A

Age level Item DOMAIN-I MOTOR (M)
in years no.

0 - 5 1. Retains two one inch cubes in one hand for 30 seconds #

2. Claps hands
3. Crawls a distance of 5 feet or more

4. When made to stand, stands without support for a minimum of
two minutes

5. Puts small objects into a container #

6. Uses thumb and index finger to pick up objects* #

7. From sitting position is able to stand

8. From standing position, bends knees to squatting position

9. Throws ball in any direction #

10. Walks for minimum 5-10 steps

11. Kicks ball in any direction #

12. Runs for minimum ten steps

13. Climbs up chair*

14. Climbs upstairs using alternate feet
15. Pours liquid from one glass to another without spillinC #

16. Climbs down the stairs using alternate feet

17. Turns pages singly from a book #

18. Jumps off the ground with both feet

19. Opens the door

20. Does simple physical exercises°

( Glossary; # Material; '# Glossary & Material)
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Age level Item DOMAIN-I MOTOR (M)
in years no.

o - 5 21. Throws ball atleast five metres away before first bounce #

22. Catches ball #

5 - 7 23. Swings for at least 2-3 minutes

24. Wipes blackboard clean using duster #

25. Pushes a cycle tyre (male)/ plays 5 stones(female) #

26. Climbs at least eight to ten steps of a slide or ladder

27, Stands on one foot for minimum 30 seconds

28. Jumps from a height of 2 feet

29. Folds paper and inserts into an envelope #

30. Walks on straight line for atleast 5-10 steps

31. Plays marbles(male)/hopscotch(female)* #

32. Tears off a perforated sheet #

33. Throws ball into a basket #

34. Cuts along a straight line using scissors #

35. Hops on one foot for minimum 30 seconds

7 - 9 36. Plays ring games #

37. Threads a medium sized needle* #

38. Strikes and lights a match stick within two attempts #

9 + 39. Rides a bicycles #

40. Skips #

( Glossanj; # Material; # Glossary & Material)
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Age level Item DOMAIN-IL ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LWING
in years no- (ADL)

Eating
0-5 1. Swallows liquid or semi-solid foods

2. Drinks from cup or glass #

3. Discriminates eatables from non-eatables

4. Chews solid foods

5. Picks up food with fingers and puts in mouth*

5 - 7 6. Peels banana/orange skin #

7. Sucks water/liquid through a straw #

S. Mixes rice, dal and eats with hands/spoon* #

Toiletting

0 - 5 9. Indicates need to go to toilet*

10. Reaches the toilet

5 - 7 11. Removes underware/pant before sitting on toilet seat

12. Washes self after use of the toilet

13. Flushes toilet after use

Brushing

o - 5 14. Wipes hands with towel/cloth #

15. Washes hands with soap and water #

5- 7 16. Brushes teeth #
17. Spits paste

18. Cleans the tongue*

19. Applies paste on the tooth brush #

(t Glossary; # Material # Glossary & Material)
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Age level Item DOMAIN-I! ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING
in years no. (ADL)

Bathing
0 - 5 20. Pours water on self for bathing #

21. Wipes face with towel/cloth #
5 - 7 22. Washes face with soap and water #

23. Uses towel for drying body #

24. Removes soap from body with water #

25. Applies soap on body #

Dressing
0-5 26. Takes off clothes when unbuttoned

27. Puts on underpants or elastic knickers

28. Unbuttons clothing

29. Puts on shirt/frock (need not button)
5 - 7 30. Puts slippers on correct feet

31. Buttons own clothing

32, Puts on pullover shirt/skirt and blouse

33. Laces shoes or buckles sandles
7 - 9 34. Ties knot? #

Grooming
5 - 7 35. Applies powder on face/body #
7 - 9 36. Oils Hair' #

37. Cuts nails with nailcutter/scissors #

38. Puts on wrist watch #
9 + 39. Plaits hair (female)/Combs hair with parting (males) #

40. Looks after menstural hygiene(Female)/Shaves (male)' 4'

rGlossary; It Material # Glossary & Material)
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Age level Item DOMAIN-rn LANGUAGE
in years no. (L)

Receptive

o - 5 1. Locates items/persons on command by looking at them

2. Responds to verbal or gestural commands

3. Follows simple commands that call for action

4. Points to five body parts

5. Points to familiar objects

6. Points to pictures in a book#

5 - 7 7. Follows question forms, whose?

8. Follows post positions like in, on and under

9. Carries out two sequential verbal or gestural commands

10. Follows question forms, which ?*

11. Follows questions forms, why?

12. Follows adjectives like big-small, updown*

7 - 9 13. Follows the concept of wholepart*

14. Follows three step directions

15. Identifies first, middle and last in a group

9 + 16. Follows left, right

17. Follows sight words#

18. Arranges pictures after listening to a story#

19. Follows traffic signs/signals*#

20. Follows voting rights

( GIonaj # Materiab • # Olossaxy & Materiafl
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Age level Item DOMAIN-rn LANGUAGE
in years no. (L)

Expressive
0 - 5 21. Imitates five vowel sounds

22. Uses yes/no by nodding of head'

23. Indicates basic needs by pointing or gesturing'

24. Speaks five single words meaningfully

25. When asked tells own name

26. Imitates sounds of animals and inanimate objects'

27. Uses two word phrases'

28. Tells use of five familiar objects'

29. Describes actions of people using words'#

30. Uses words to indicate commands'

31. Identifies sex'

5 - 7 32. Names five common vehicles #

33. Names five common animals #

34. Names five common vegetables #

35. Names five common fruits #

36. Recites rhymes of atleast 3-4 lines

37. Uses adjectives like long-short, rough-smooth and clean-dirty

7 - 9 38. Uses complex sentences'

39. Narrates simple jokes'

9 + 40. Carries on simple conversation'

('Glossary; # Material; '# Glossary & Material)
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Age level Item DOMAIN-W REAI)ING.WIRITING
in years no. (RW)

Reading
0 - 5 1. Matches five similar objects

2. Matches five common objects to pictures in a book #

3. Matches five colours #

4. Recognizes his/her name*

5. Reads his/her own name

6. Sorts five similar pictures into same category*#

7. Matches five three letter words*#

5 - 7 8. Identifies five colours #

9. Names five colours #

10. Reads five printed words' #

7-9 11. Reads names of parents'

12. Reads two word phrases #

13. Reads own address'

14. Reads names of family members/friends'

15 Reads short sentences' #

16. Reads sign boards' #

9 + 17. Reads small paragraphs' #

18. Reads large print from magazines, newspapers, etc.' #

19. Reads medium sized handwritten paragraphs' #

20. Reads short news item from newspapers #

('Glossary # Material; # Glossary & Material)
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Age level Item DOMAIN-W READING-WRITING
in years no. (RW)

Writing
0 - 5 21. Scribbles with chalk or pencil on a slate, floor or paper

22. Traces along a three inch straight line

23. Traces along a circular object #

24. Traces alphabets of own name

25. Copies alphabets of own name

26. Copies a straight line

27. Copies a circle

28. Draws a line connecting three dots

29. Writes own name*

5 - 7 30. Copies a square

31. Copies a triangle

32. Copies own address

33. Writes own address

7 - 9 34. Copies five printed sentences

35. Writes 5-6 words on dictation

36. Writes five sentences on dictation

9+ 37. Writesaletter*#

38. Fills in an application* #

39. Writes a composition of minimum 40 words on simple topics

40. Writes a leave letter

( Glossary; # Material; °#Glossary & Material)
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Age level Item DOMAIN-V NUMBER-TIME
in years no. (NT)

Number

0-5 1. Rote counts 1-5.

2. Separates one object from a group upon request#

3. Discriminates between less and more #

4. Matches identical number of concrete objects

5 - 7 5. Recognizes written numbers from 1-10 #

6. Writes numbers sequentially from 1-10

7. Picks up specified number of objects upto five

8. Arranges number symbols sequentially front i-S in an order #

9. Follows directions to fill upto half glass #

10. Adds single digit numbers within 10

11. Substracts single digit numbers within 10

12. Writes numerals upto 100 on random dictation

7-9 13. Does two digit addition without carry over

14. Does two digit substraction without borrowing

15. Does two digit addition with carryover

16. Does two digit substraction with borrowing

9 + 17. Names math symbols #

18. Measures liquid using measuring cup? #

19. Weighs objects using weighing scale* #

20. Uses calculator for basic arithmetic operations#

rGlonary;#Material; # Glossary & Material)
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Age level Item DOMAIN-V NUMBER-TIME
in years no- (NT)

Time

0 - 5 21. Associate.ttime/events to routine school activities*

22. Associates watch/clock with time #

23. Follows 'now', 'later', 'hurry', wait*

24. Tells correctly if it is day or night

25. Tells correctly if it is morning or evening

26. Follows yesterday, today and tomorrow

5 - 7 27. Tells hour and minute hands on the clock #

28. Names and identifies days of the week

29. Counts by five's

7 - 9 30. Tells time by hour #

31. Tells own age in years

32. Names and identifies months of the year

33. Associates time with work routine

34. Tells time by quarter hour #

35. Tells date of birth°

9 + 36. Tells day, date, month and year

37. Reads and uses a calender #

as. Tells time to the minutes on the clock #

39. Reminds on prefixed time

40. Sets watch to correct time #

( Glossary; # Material; # Glossary& Material)
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Age level Item DOMMN-YI DOMESTIC-SOCIAL
in years no. (PS)

Domestic

0 - 5 1. Keeps things at places when asked to

2. Collects waste and puts away in the waste paper basket

3. Dusts/wipes table, chairs etc.#

5-7 4. Watersplants#

5. Folds own clothing

6. Sweeps floor using a broom #

7-9 7. Wets/mops floor #

8. Serves eatables #

9. Washee utensils #

10. Washes clothes #

11. Cuts veget.ables #

9 + 12. Lights a kerosene/gas stove #

13. Prepares tea or coffees #

14. Prepares dough for chapati/puris #

15. Prepares simple breakfast items

16. Sews buttons #

17. Cooks rice or other food items

18. Prepares a curry or sabji

19. Irons own cotton clothes

20. Prepares a complete meal

( Glossary ;# Material # Glcaanj & Material)
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Age level Item DOMAIN-VI DOMESTIC-SOCIAL
in years no. (1)8)

Social

o - 5 21. Responds with correct gesture when said ta-ta

22. Responds to own name by turning his/her head

23. Identifies teacher by her name

24. Goes inside school yard and comes back

25. Shares food/toys with other children

5 - 7 26. Greets others
27. Seeks permission to go out

28. Sings/dances with music

29. Offers help to teachers in classroom/school chores

30. Knows duties of various occupations

31. Waits for his turn with 4 to 5 other children

32. Plays with 4-5 children

7 - 9 33. Comes and goes to school unattended when the school is within
the same neighbourhood

34. Says 'please', and 'thank you*
35. Introduces himself to other?

36. Plays with children for 20 minutes in cooperative play/
activity5#

37. Can cross roads
38. Goes to home from school or vice versa outside his neighbour-

hood

9 + 39. Receives and gives message taken on phone or in person

40. Travels in a bus on own

( Glossary; # Material; # Glossary & Material)
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Age level Item DOMAIN-WI PRE-VOCATIONAL-MONEY
in years no. (PV)

Pre-pocational
C - 5 1. Carries notice/messages from one classroom to another

2. Brush paints5#
- 7 3. Uses a pencil sharpener #

4. Sticks using gum or glue #

7 - 9 5. Cuts simple shapes #

6. Rings school bell on time

7. Clips using stappler5 #

8. Makes holes using punching machine* #

9. Stacks objects into groups*

10. Puts away things in appropriate places after use

11. Assembles similar objects of three to four sizes #

12. Nails and hangs a calender #

13. Uses a screw driver to insert or remove screws

9 + 14. Tells date of National festival?

L5. Makes a garland of flowers using threads #

16. Applies medicine on a cut #

17. Does simple hemming work #

18. Plants a sapling #

19. Tells names of important people5

20. Wraps a gift box #

( Glossary; # Material; # Glossary & Material)
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Age level Item DOMAIN-WI PREVOCATIONAL-MONEY
in years no. (PV)

Money
o - 5 21. Sorts coins from other similar metal objects

22. Aware that money can buy things

23. Keeps money safely

24. Selects a rupee note from other paper objects #

5 - 7 25. Sorts out mixed coins5 #

26. Identifies/names denomination of all coins5 #

27. Identifies/names currency notes upto 10 #

28. Rank orders coins #

7 - 9 29. Adds collects coins to make a rupees #

30. Makes purchases within 1 Re°

31. Makes purchases within 1 Re. with correct change

32. Makes purchases upto Rs.2 with correct change

33. Knows transactional value for items below Ils.10

9 + 34. CalcWates change upto 10 rupees

35. Makes purchases upto Rs.5 with correct change

36. Makes purchases upto its. 10 with correct change

37. Knows transactional value for items upto Rs.100

38. Maintains account of money in a piggy bank

39. Deposits money in a bank #

40. Withdraws money from bank #

( Glossary; # Material; # Glossary & Material)
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Behavioural Assessment Scales for Indian Children
with Mental Retardation (BASIC-MR) Part B

ITEM NO. DOMAIN/ITEMS

Violent and Destructive Behaviours

1. Kicks others

2. Pushes others

3. Pinches others

4. Pulls hair, ear, body parts of others

5. Slaps others

6. Hits others

Spits on others

Bangs objects

Slams doors

1(1. Bites others

t? Attacks or pokes others with weapon (blade, stick, pencil)

Throws objects at others

13. Tears/pulls threads from own or others clothing

14. Tears up own or others books, papers, magazines

15. Breaks objects/glass/toys

16. Damages furniture

Temper Tantrums

17. Cries excessive'y

IS. Screams

19. Stamps feet

20. Rolls on floor
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ITEM NO. DOMMNS/ITEMS

Misbehaves with others
21. Pulls objects from others

22. Interrupts in between when others are talking
23. Makes loud noise when others are working or reading

24. Makes face to tease others

25. Uses abusive/vulgar language
26. Takes others possession without their permission openly

27. Tells others what to do and wants his/her way (bossy)

Self injurious behaviours
28. Bangs head

29. Bites self

30. Cuts or mutilates self

31. Pulls own hair

32. Scratches self

33. Hits self

34. Puts objects into eyes/nose/ear

35. Eats inedible things

36. Peels skin/wounds

37. Bites nails

Repetitive behaviours
38. Rocks body

39. Nods head

40. Sucks thumb

41. Makes peculiar sounds

42. Bites ends of pen/pencil
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ITEM NO. DOMAINS/ITEMS

43. Shakes parts of the body repeatedly

44. Grinds teeth

45. Swings round and round

Odd behaviours

46. Laughs to self

47. Laughs inappropriately

48. Taiks to self

49. Hoards unwanted objects (sticks, thread, pieces of old clothes)

50. Picks nose

51. Plays with unwanted objects like chappal, strings, faeces and dirt
excessively

52. Kisses, hugs, and licks people unnecessarily

53. Smells objects

Hyperactivity
54. Does not sit at one place for required time

55. Does not pay attention to what is told

56. Does not continue with the task at hand for required lime

Rebellious behaviours

57. Refuses to obey commands

58. Does opposite of what is requested

59. Takes very long lime intentionally to complete a task

60. Wanders outside school

61. Runs away from school
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ITEM NO. DOMAINS/ITEMS

62. Argues without purpose

Antisocial behaviours
63. Lies or twists the truth to his own advantage or blames others

64. Cheats in games or no sense of fair play

65. Steals

66. Makes obscene gestures

67. Exposes body parts inappropriately
68. Makes sexual advances towards members of opposite sex

69. Touches own private parts in public.
70. Touches others private parts in public

71. Gambles

Fears
72. Fear of objects

73. Fear of animals

74. Fear of places

75. Fear of persons

Any others:
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CHAPTER XL.

Glossary for Behavioural Assessment Scales for Indian
Children with Mental Retardation, (BASIC-MR) Part A

Note

To help clarify certain issues related to the administration of specific items on the
scale, a glossary has been added. The teacher must refer to the glossary, items
marked with asterisk on the scale. However, as the teacher/user gains experience
in the use of the scales, the need for referring to the glossary will decrease.

Item DOMAIN-I: MOTOR (M)
no.

M-5. The child should put small objects like beads, marbles, pebbles, etc. into
a two square inch container, If the container is transparent child may
enjoy.

M-6. The objects should be one centimeter or less in size. Examples, small
sized beads, pegs, etc.

M-13. The chair should be of medium height (two feet) with arms.

M-15. The water in the glass required to be transferred to the other glass
should be only half full.(preferably use plastic glasses.)

M-19. The door can beopenedbyturningthe door knob oropeningofalatch
or bolt of the door, as the case may be.

M-20. The physical exercises may involve three to four steps of sequences such
as extending hands side ways, forwards, upwards and downwards, on
verbal command or demonstration.

M-22. The child must catch the bail thrown from a distance of five to six feet

M-23. The child must be able to sit and swing to and fro through an angle
of more than 45 degrees.

M-25. The child should be able to push a cycle tyre and run alongwith it for
a distance of 10-15 metres.The female child should be able to play the
game of 5 stones as it is played in the local settings.
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Item DOMAIN-I MOTOR (M)
no.

M-29 The child should be able to fold an A-4 size paper with correct crease,
with a minimum of three folds and insert the folded paper into a postal
size envelope.

M-31 In case of boys, the child should be able to play simple marbles involving
aiming and striking the particular marble atleast lout of 6 attempts. In
case of girls the child should be able to hop, skip and jump to complete
the required 6 to 8 steps in the game.

M-33 The child should be standing atleast two metres away before throwing
the bail into the basket.

M-34 Draw a straight line (with pencil) of about 15 cms. length on an
unruled paper and ask the child to cut along it with scissors. An error
in cutting of not more than one cm. on either side of the straight line is
permissible.

M-36 The child should be able to throw the ring across a distance of
minimum 10 feet to the other person (playmate).

M-37 The child should be able to thread a medium sized needle using ordinary
machine thread atleast one out of three attempts.

M-39 The child should be able to take the cycle off stand, mount on it and ride
through a distance of atleast 200 metres by negotiating appropriate
turns or bends on the road. (The bicycle should be of such a size that
when the child sits on it his feet should touch the ground.

M-40 The child should be able to skip atleast three times continuously using
skipping rope.

Item DOMAIN.fl: ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING (ADL)
No.

ADL-5 In case of children who are accustomed to using spoons/fork, they
should be able to eat accordingly on their own.

ADL-S In case of children who are accustomed to eating chappati they should
break the chappati and eat with the vegetable.
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Item DOMAIN-I!; ACTWIT!ES OF DAILY L!ViADL)
LNO. _____ _____ ______

ADL-9 Child should be able to indicate the need to go to toilet through words
or gesture.

ADL-12 Washes genitilia after toilet use, with a toilet paper/water.

ADL-13 In case no flush is available, the child should pour water in the toilet
fill it is clean or follow the practice normally used in their settings..

ADL-16 When paste is applied on the brush or when tooth powder is put on the
palm, the child should brush the teeth. Using neem stick is also
acceptable for cleaning teeth.

ADL-18 The child be able to clean his tongue and rinse his mouth.

ADL-19 The child should be able to apply paste on the brush or take the
appropriate quantity of tooth powder for brushing. In case a child uses
neem stick, check if the child is able to open the neem stick at one end
appropriately.

ADL-32 A pull over shirt/skirt and blouse refers to those types of garments
which are to be worn through the head. These apparels do not have
an opening from the front. Examples banian, sweater, kurtas, etc.

ADL-33 Wherein the child habitually uses sandles assess for buckling skills,
if the child usually wears shoes assess for shoe lacing or if he wears
shoes with straps assess for shoe strapping.

.ADL-34 The knot referred in this item is called as the slip knot which is
commonly used for fastening pyjamas, under skirts, etc.

ADL-36 The child should be able to put oil in the palm and apply it on the hair.

ADL-40 Menstrual hygiene includes, recognising that she has periods/menses,
keeps and changes pads/cloth/cotton at regular intervals.

Item DOMAIN-UI LANGUAGE (L)

LN0. ____ ____________
Nute: For a child who is unable to speak, identification or gestural indication
is sufficient to pass the items in this domain.

L-1 When theexaminernamesagivenitem/person the childshouldbeable
to locate minimum five objects either by turning head or eye gaze
towards that object. eg. fan, light, mother, father, etc.
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Item DOMAIN-Ill LANGUAGE (L)
No.

L-2 Responds to atleast five verbal or gestural commands such as "come",
''take'', etc.

L-3 When verbally or gesturally asked to do atleast five commands such
as "get me the ball", "give me your book", "wipe your face", etc. the
child should be able to carry out the command.

L-5 The child should point out atleast ten items such as plate, tumbler,
spoon, etc., or food items such as chappati,dal, curry/sabji, rice, etc. or
other objects such as chair, doll, frock, shirt, pencil, book, light, cycle etc.
which he is most exposed to in his daily use.

L-6 The child should point to atleast ten familiar pictures in a book, when
asked, "Show me ". The pictures can include common animals,
fruits, household articles, etc.

L-7 When whose questions are asked the child should respond to atleast
five of them correctly by pointing to self or others.

(i) Whose bag is this? (ii) Whose book is this?
(iii) Whose pencil is this? (iv) Whose tiffin box is this?

L-8 Examples,
"Put the toy on the table" or "Put the book on the table", etc.
"Put the tiffin box the bag" or "Put the bead in the box/container,
etc.
"Put the doll under the table" or "Put the paper under the book etc.
The child must follow all the three postpositions with three examples
of each for 'on' and 'in' and four examples for 'under' postpositions.

L-9 Examples,
"Close the door and bring the book", "Keep the book in the bag and get
the chalkpiece", etc. The child should follow atleast five such directions
given in an order.

L.1O When 'which' questions are asked the child should respond to atleast
five of them correctly by pointing.

(i) Which book have you written your home work?
(ii) Which teacher did you talk to?
(iii) Which water bottle is yours?
(iv) Which is your drawing?
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Item DOMAIN-Ill LANGUAGE (L)
No.

L-1l Examples,
Why do we wear warm clothes in winter?
Why do we carry an umbrella?
Why do we go to school?, etc.
The child should be able to follow at least five such Why' questions.

L-12 The child must follow the two pairs of adjectives with five examples of

each.

L-13 The child should be able to correctly discriminate atleast five items eg.
"This is a whole chappati, this is part of it", "This is awhole chalk piece,
this is part of it", etc.

L-14 Examples,
"Keep the pen onthe table, close the door and bring yourbook", "Open
your book, keep the pencil in your bag, and stand up with folded
hands", etc. The child should be able to follow at least fivethree step
instructions.

L-l7 Sight words are commonly encountered in our daily lives, such as
"DANGER", "PULL", "PUSH", "LADIES", "GENTS", "TOILET",
"EXIT", "POISON", "ENQUIRY",etc. The child should be able to,
not merely read, buttell/explainthe meaningofatleast five such.sight

words available in his surroundings.

L-18 The teacher can have four to six cut out pictures of action sequences
from fables and ask the child to arrange the piecesin an order after
listening to the story. The child should be able to arrange sequences
for at least five short fables (Examples, fox and the sour grapes,Brainy

crow, Golden eggs, etc.).

L-19 The child should understand that the traffic sign "red light" indicates

"stop", "yellowlight" means "get set", and "greenlight" means"go" re-
spectively. The teacher can also check for othertraffic signs/signals
such asfor "speedbreaker", "school", "Zebracrossing", etc. The child
must comprehend at least five common traffic signs or signals available

in their surroundings.

L.20 The child should understand the meaning and procedures of voting.

This can be assessed by asking specific questions related to "Why do we

have elections?", "When do we have elections?", 'Who can votein the
elections?", "Where to go for voting?", "How to vote in elections?".
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Item DOMAIN-Ill LANGUAGE (L)
No.

L-22 When the child is given an instruction eg."Did you bringyourbook" etc.
the child should respond by appropriate nodding of the head.

L-23 The child should be able to indicate at least five basic needs such as,
indicating toilet needs, indicating need for food, water, toy, etc.

L-26 The child should imitate sounds of atleast five animate or inanimate
things, such as, the mew of a cat, bark of a dog, roar of a lion, mow of
the cow, huff of the train, whir of an automobile etc. These imitations
should be in response to the question, "How does a dog bark?", "How
does a cat mew"? etc.

L-27 The child should use at least five twowordphrases.Example: "mama-
give", "Daddy-come", "Mummy-milk",etc.

L-28 The child should be able to identi' atleast five objects such as, chair,
spoon, doll, pencil, etc. Select objects which are freely available in the
child's environment. Ask the child 'what is a chair used for'? 'what do
we do with the chair'?

L-29 The child should see pictures depicting various persons in action and
describe atleast ten of them appropriately, such as 'skipping', 'bathing',
'combing', 'brushing', 'eating,etc.

L-30 The child should beable to appropriately usefivewords such as "move",
"throw", "catch", "sit", "stand", "come", "go",etc.

L-31 The child should be able to correctly identifr "Are you boy or girl?", "Is
Rama a boy or girl?", "Is Radha boy or girl?", etc.

L-38 The child should be able to use complex sentences conveying 3 or
more ideas within that sentence. The child should be able to use five
such complex sentences. Eg. "Itamu opened the bag to remove a hook
and read a poem in front of the class".

L-39 The child must be able to narrate at least five jokes told or heard froir.
others.

L-40 The conversation is restricted to simple topics or issues such as 'a TV/
Radio programme seen/heard', 'visit to a cinema', 'your daily routine',
etc. The child should be able to converse for minimum 2-3 minutes.
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Item DOMAIN-Ill: READING-WRITING (RW)
No.

. . —

Note: While assessing a child on this domain, the teacher should assess in
capital/small letters depending on what the particular child is more
familiar with or exposed to.

RW-1 A child should be able to match an object with another from a group of
concrete objects. For example, a pen to anotherpen, akeyto anotherkey,
etc. Minimum of five objects should be matched.

RW-4 The child should be able to recognize his/her own name from a
list of at least five names. Example, a child whose name is Suresh may
have to recognize his name from a list of names such as SUK.ESH,
SATISH, RAMESH, HARISFIand SUVARNA respectively. The child
should be able to correctly recognise his/her name in five trials.

RW-5 When presented with his name the child should be able to spell and read
his/her name. In case of a child who is unable to speak, he/she should
be able to match and arrange alphabets of his/her own name in a
sequential order.

RW-6 The teacher takes 4 to 5 picture cards of animals, vehicles, fruits,
vegetables and shuffles them. After giving it to the child she asks the
child to separate the cards into different categories.

RW-7 The child should be able to match a three letter word such as 'bat' to
a group of other three letter words like bat, mat., cat, rat, etc. Thechild
should match atleast five words.

RW-1O Identification of printed words is sufficient for a child who is unable
to speak. For a child who can speak he/she should be able to read the
printed four letter words such as ball, tube, plug, fire, stop, etc.

RW-il Identification of printed names of father and mother is sufficient for
a child who is unable to speak. For a child who can speak,he/she should
be able to read both the names correctly.

RW-12 The child should read atleast five two word phrases such as "the cat",
"my ball", "a bat", etc. For a child who is unable to speak, identificaton
of the 2 word phrases is sufficient.

RW-13 Identification of the printed address from a group of three other
addresses is sufficient for a child who is unable to speak. For a child
who can speak, he/she should be able to read the printed address.
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Item DOMAIN-W READING-WRITING (RW)
No.

RW-14 The child should identi' or read the names of atleast five family
members other than parents. Identification of printed names of the
family members/friends is sufficient for a child who cannot speak.

RW-15 The child should be able to read atleast five sentences such as,"The cat
is on the mat", etc. The sentence should consist of atleast 6 toSwords.

RW-16 The childshouldbeabletoreadatleastfive commonly seen signboards
such as, "school", "Post Office", "Bank", "Police Station", "Hospital",
"Hotel", "Medical Shop", etc. within his neighbourhood.

RW-17 The child should be able to read atleast three paragraphs without any

errors in blends, articulation/pronunciation, etc. Each paragraph should
consist of 30 to 40 words written in small letters.

RW-18 The child should be able to read headlines from newspapers or
magazines, with appropriate pauses at punctuations such as comas,
semicolon, colon, hyphen, etc.

RW-19 The child should be able to read short handwritten paragraphs consist-
ing of 60th 70 words with cursive characters or runninghandwriting.
A maximum of three errors are permitted in each paragraph.

RW-28 The child is required to connect three dots placed at equal distances of
approximately two inches apart from one another.

RW-29 It is sufficient if the child can write his main name alone. Surnames/
nicknames are not required.

RW-34 The child should copy five sentences, three specimens are givenin the

record booklet along with all comas, punctuations, capitals, etc.

RW-35 The chosen words for dictation should have atleast4-5 alphabetsin each
and must relate to common objects used in daily life. (Example, stool,
scale, book, etc.)

RW-36 The child should write atleast five sentences on dictationsuch as, The

cat is on the mat, Rama is reading the book, etc., consisting of 6 to 8

simple words.

RW-37 The letter should be informally addressed to parent or afriend on a post

card with address written on it.
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Item DOMAIN-W READING-WRITING (RW)
No.

RW-38 The child should be able to fill in specimens of an application form for
jobs, for a bus pass, railway reservation forms, money order forms, etc.

RW-39 Examples 'My school', 'My pet', 'My home', etc. The child should be
able to write minimum about 40 words on at least any one of such topics
with maximum of three errors.

RW-40 The child should be able to write a leave letter which should include
'From' and 'To' address. The content of the leave letter should include
date and reason for applying leave.

Item DOMAIN-V ; MJMBERS-TIME (NT)

Note: For some of the items in this domain, if the child uses fingers/lines/
objects in calculations it should be scored as clueing. To score independent
the child should pass the required number of items given in the record booklet.
In case the child is able to complete 2 sums independently yet, requires dues
to complete the third sum, the score given should be 4 and not 5.

NT-2 The child should be able to give one object correctly when asked, "Give
me one object" etc.

NT-3 When shown different quantities of the same object,the child should be
able to discriminate. The largerquantityshouldbeatleast3timesmore
than the smaller quantity.

NT-4 When taken a specific number of similar objects eg. cubes from a pile
and shown, the child should be able to give exactly the same number of
the objects shown.

NT-7 Placingagroupofobjectseg. 5-6pendilsinfront ofthe child, and asking
to give 2 pencils, the child should be able to give the required number
of objects as instructed.

NT-9 When told, "fill the glass half with water", the child responds accord-
ingly.

NT-i? The child should be able to name atleast three mathematical
symbols such as x, =, +, - and - respectively. For a child who is
unable to speak identification is sufficient.
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NT-18 The child should correctly measureone litre, half a litre, one fourths

litre and three fourths litre of liquid respectively on three consecutive
occasions.

NT-19 The child should measure atleast 5Ogms. and 100 gms. of some item
successfully on three consecutive trials.

NT-20 The child should be able tooperate on atleast five functions such as i-,
-, x, =, decimal (.) etc., on the calculator.

NT-21 The child should be able to associate specific time to specific activities.
For example, the first bell signals time forprayer, second bell signals
for interval, etc.

NT-22 When shown a watch/clock, the child should be able to associate it
with time by answering to specific questions,"what isthis?", "wheredo we look for lime ?" etc.

NT-23 l'he child must follow the instructions with atleast three examples of
each such as, "We will draw now and colour it later." <'Wait until I tell
you to begin". "Hurry up! Finish the colouring".

NT-24 During assessment, if it is day ask, "Is it day or night?", and if it is
night ask, "Is it night or day?" Ask this to the child three times and
the child must respond to all three checks correctly.

NT-25 Duringassessmen if it is morningask, "Is itmorningor evening?", and
ifitis eveningask, "Isitevening ormorning?"Askthj5th child three
limes and the child must respond to all three checkscorrectly.

NT-26 The child must understandthe terms"yesterday", "today" and "tomor-
row" respectively. He must answer correctly toquestions, such as, what
did you eat yesterday?" "What didyou eat today?" "What day is tommy-
rcw?" etc with 3 or 4 examples of each.

NT-29 The child should be ble to count by five'supto 60 such as,5 10, 15, etc.
NT-30 The child should be able to tell time correctly to the nearest hour by

identifying the numbers against short arm of the clock. Example 3'O
Clock for 3.05, 5'O Clock for 4.55, 11'O Clock for11.10, etc. within the
range of Sininutes.

NT-33 The child should answer to questions such as, "what time do you take
your breakfast?", "what time do you sleep"?, etc.The answersmay be
verbal or the child can use a watch to indicate.
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Item DOMAIN-V NUMBERS-TIME (NT)
No. ___

NT-35 If the date of birth cannot be cross checked then score it as "not
applicable". The child should specify the date, month and year of birth.

NT-37 The child should be able to identify or name correctly the specific day,
date, and month from the calender on three consecutive checks. For
example, when a particular date and month is told the child should read
the correct day from the calender.

NT-38 The child should be able to tell the time correctly to the neanis1 tinute
by identifying the numbers against both the short arm as well as long
arm of the clock. Example 11.12, 12.22, 7.16, etc.

NT-39 Fix a specifictime (example 10.30 am) and askthe child to remind atthat
appropriate time i.e. when it is 10.30 am. The child should be able to
remind at the prefixed time such as 9.20 a.m. , 11.35 a.m., etc. The
reporting time gap should be between 15-30 minutes.

NT-40 When told a particular time, eg. 9.35 the child should be able to sejwatch
to the said time correctly.

DOMAIN-VI DOMESTIC-SOCIAL (1)5)
H No. - —-—.—..--— -— J

DS-8 The child should be able to set the plates with 2 or 3 kinds of snacks and
serve fourth five persons.

DS-9 The child should be able to wash or clean utensils used for both cooking
and eating using vim/ash and water.

DS-10 The child should be able th wash clothes using soap/detergent and
water, as well as dry them on a clothes line.

DS-11 It includes peeling and cutting vegetables.

DS-13 The preparation of tea/coffee should be in the specified quantity
for minimum two persons including right amount of sugar and milk.

DS-14 The preparation of rice or any other staple food should be in the
specified quantity for minimum number of four persons.
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Item DOMAIN-IT!: DOMESTIC-SOCIAL (1)5)
No.

DS-15 The child should be able to prepare the specified quantity ofdough
for chappatis/puris according to the requirements indicated for
minimum number of four persons.

DS-16 A child should be able to place a button exactly in position, threada
needle and sew the button in place.

DS-17 The child should beable to prepare the specified quantityof breakfast
items generally eaten at home such as upma, idli, bread and butteror
toast, etc. according to the requirements indicated for minimum
number of four persons.

DS-18 The child should be able to prepare the specified quantity ofsabji/curry
generally eaten at home according to the requirements indicated for
minimum number of four persons.

DS-20 The preparation of the meal (including rice/chappati, sabji/curry, and
other usual items eaten at home) should be in the specifiedquantity
according to the requirements indicated for minimum number of four
persons.

DS-26 Examples, "Good morning", "Good afternoon", "Good evening",
"Adaab", "Namaste", etc. by gesturally or verbally.

DS-27 Seeks permission to go out for routine chores, such as, drinking water,
toilet, etc. verbally or gesturally.

DS-29 The child should offer help to the teacher inany of the activities such as,
moving, carrying, cleaning, or dusting furniture, books etc. in the
school/classroom setting.

DS-30 The child should be able to recognise the duties of atleast five occupa-
tions such as, policeman, postman, teacher, driver, newspaper boy,
milkman, etc. Questions asked could be 'What does the milkman
do?"etc.

DS-32 The child should be able top kindergardengames like "Ring-O-Ring
Roses", "The farmer's in the den", etc. with 4th 5 children.

DS-33 In case of children whose homes are not within the school neighbour-
hood, i.e. within 1 km. assess whether the child roams freely within his
home neighbourhood.
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Item DOMAIN.VI:DOMESTIC.SOCIAL(DS)

DS-34 The child mustbe observedto say 'Please" and/or "ThankYou" when
required on atleast three occasions before being scored as independent.

DS-35 The child should be able to introduce himself to others by correctly
answering atleast four of the following questions. What is your name?,
how old are you?, where do you stay? what is your father/mother's
name? and what is the name of your school?

DS-36 The child should be ableto play any one of theindoor/outdoor sines/
activities with rules like snake and ladder, ludo, carrom board,
chinese checker, cricket, badminton, volleyball, etc.

DS-37 The child should know the rules for crossing road by looking to left,
then to right and again to the left before stepping across road.

DS-38 The child should be able to go to school from home or vice versa even
if the school and home are in different neighbourhoods. In case of
children whose school iswithin their home neighbourhood, i.e. 2-3 km.
radius assess whether the child is able to go and return on own.It
involves crossing roads.

DS-40 The child should get into the correct number bus, buy ticket or show
the bus pass and get down the bus at the right place within the city.

Item DOMAJN-Vfl :PREVOCATIONMMONEY (PV) 1

No. -J

PV-2 The child should be able to paint or colour inside of the hand drawn
geometrical shapes such as square, triangle and circle using water
colours or crayons.

PV-4 The child should be able to paste small cutout shapes on a scrap book or
handwork book or it can include pasting labels, envelopes, stamps, etc.

PV-5 The child should be able to cut atleast three geometrical shapes
such as square, triangle and circle using scissors.

PV-7 The child should be. able to arrange atleast five papers in order, before
stappling them at the appropriate end or the child should be able to
stapple small packets at the openings.
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Item DOMAIN-VU PREVOCATIONAL-IWONEy (PV)
No.

PV-S The child should be able to arrange atleast five papers in order, before
punching them at the appropriate place.

PV-9 The child should be able to stack objects in groups of 5's, 10's and 20's.

PV-10 The child should be able to put back the materials used in appropriate
places.

PV-1 1 The child should be able to assemble similar objects of different sizes
such as, nuts, bolts, candles, envelopes, etc.

PV-14 The child should be able to tell the dates of National festivals such as,
Independence day, Republic day, Children's day and Gandhi Jayanthi.

PV-15 The child should be able to make garland with flowers using a needle
and thread.

PV-16 The child should be able to apply an ointment on the cut and tie a simple
bandage using cloth/gause/bandage.

PV-17 The child should be able to do simple hemming work or able to mend
own torn clothes.

PV-19 The child should be able to name important persons, such as the
current President, Vice-President, Prime Minister, Governor and
Chief Minister.

PV-20 The child should be able towrap agiftboxusing giftwrappingpaperand
cellotape.

PV-21 The child should be able to sort atleast five coins of any denomination
from similar shapes/sizes of metal objects.eg. bottle caps etc.

PV-23 The child should know that money haste be kept safely either in a purse,
locker, pocket, almirah etc.

PV-25 The child should be able to sort 5 Ps, iops, 2Ops, 25 ps and 50 ps coins
into different groups.

PV-26 In case of a child who is unable to speak, mere identification of the
denominations of the coins is sufficient such as when asked, "show
me 5 ps coin", he/she should be able to how/point. For a child who
is able to speak he/she should be able to name the denominations
of coins.
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PV-27 In case of a child who is unable to speak, mere identification of the

denominations of the currency notes is sufficient. Fora child who can
speak theyshould beabletonamethedenoi÷1j05 of currencynotesupto Rs. 10.

PV-28 The child should be able to rank order various denominations from
5 Ps, to 5Ops.

PV-29 The child should know that two 50paise coins make one rupee or four
25 paise coins make one rupee or five 20paise coins make a rupee, etc.
For a child who is unable to speak he should be able to add correct
number of coins to make a rupee. A child who can speak can indicate
verbally.

PV-30 The purchases may be made with or without chits. This item does not
involve getting back change correctly.

PV-31 The purchases may be made withor without chits. This item involves
getting back correct change within 1 Re.

PV-33 When asked the cost price ofa particular thing, the child should be
able to say the correct price of any three items within a permissible
range. Example, egg costs 70-90 Ps. biscuit packet costs around Rs.3-
4, a soap cake costs Rs.3-4 etc.

PV-34 The child should know for example that six 50 paise coins, two one
rupee notes and one Rs.5 note will make ten rupees. Similarly three 25
paise coins, four 20 paise coins, two iRe notes will make Rs.3.55etc.

PV-39 The child should be able to fill ina deposit form at the bank and know
all the attending procedures of depositing cash atBank, such as,giving,
taking and checking the pass book. The minimum valuecan be Rs.50/-

PV-40 The child should be able to fill ina cheque/withurawl slip and know
all the attending procedures ofwithdrawing money from the bank,
such as, giving, taking, checking thepass book and counting the cash.
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CHAPTER XII

Behavioural Assessment Scales For Indian Children
with Mental Retardation, (BASIC-ME) Part A

( Aesthete:

¼aePnbawafla, S. Vnekatesaa)

Dates:
Baseline Assessment
First Quarter Assessment
Second Quarter Assessment
Third Quarter Assessment

Instructions

Evaluated by
Evaluated by
Evaluated by
Evaluated by

RECORD BOOKLET

Name of the student Age
Level/Class sex

1. Each item should be scored based on the 6 levels of performance, Le., independent—s Clueing—4; Verbal
prompting=3; Physical prompting=2; Totally dependent—i; Not applicable=0.

2. The score for each stem should be entered in the appropriate boxes given on the right side. Baseline ossessrrcent, first
quarter, second quorter and third quarter assessment.

3. For some items examples are given in the record booklet. The teacher can use other examples during assessment, and
note them in the blank spaces given.

4. Wherever space Is insufficient use extra shceta and attach them to the record booklet.
5. Ta acore independent(s), the child should pass all the required nuinberofitems/trialsgivess Inthebrackets. For example,

in NT-b, if a child is able to complete only 4 out of 5 requIred sums independently, and does the fifth sum with dues the
score is given as clueing" (4) and not Independently(s).

6. Refer to the Glossary for the administration procedure about specific items.

Item
- -

DOMAiNS/ITEMS Anesssuenta
No. —- p...isI5. lqr sanqt asaqst

MOTOR (M)

I. Retains two one inch cubes in one hand for 30 seconds

2, Claps hands

3. Crawls a distance of 5 feet or more LI LI LI LI
4. When made to stand, stands without support for LI LII [III LI
& Puts small objects into a container LI LI LI LI
6. Uses thumb and index finger to pick up objects fl fl LI] LI
7. From sitting position Is able to stand fl fl fl [II]
8. From standing position, bends knees to squatting position fl [I] fl fl
9. Throws bail in any direction

10. Walks for minimum 5-10 steps fl [II LI LI
11. Kicks bail in any direction [I] J] fl [J
12. Runs for minimum tan steps [I] [II [J [II
iS. Climbs up chair

Size ol the record booklet reduced to include in Ihe book.
NThSH, Secunderabed 1992
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item DOMMNS/ITEMS
.

Assessments
No asseSs 1.tQr e.sqr 5.4g.'

14. Climbs upstairs using alternate feet [11 fl fl [III
15. Pours liquid from one glass to another without spilling

16. Climbs down the stairs using alternate feet

17. Turns pages singly from a book

18. Jumps off the ground with both feet

LI
19. Opens the door

20. Does simple physical exercises H Lil H H
21. Throws bail atleast five metres away before first bounce

22. Catches bail H H H H
23. Swtogs for at least 2-3 minutes H H H LIII
24. Wipes blackboard clean using duster H [I Li H
25. Pushes a cycle tyre (male)/ plays 5 stones (female) El H LIII LII
26. Climbs atleast eight to ten steps of a slide or ladder H LIII H H
27. Stands on one foot for minimum 30 seconds LII LII] H H
28. Jumps from a height of 2 feet H H H H
29. Folds paper and inserts into an envelope H H H H
30. Walks on straight line for atleast 5.10 steps H H [III H
31. Plays marbles (male)/hopscotch (female) H H LII H
32. Tears off a perforated sheet [III H H H
33. Throws ball into a basket H H H H
34. Cuts along a straight line using scissors H H H H
35. Hops on one foot for minimum 30 seconds [I H H H
38. Plays ring games H H H H
37. Threads a medium sized needle H H H H
38. Strikes and lights a match stick within two attempts H H H H
39. Rides a bicycle H H H H
40. Skips H H H H

Total Row Score BaselIne Sat Quarter Ibid Quarter mail Quarter

[tor
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS
-

No. B.aelha l.zQr 2nJQr SrdQr!

ACTIVITIES OFDAILY LIVING (AIM)

Eating

1. Swallows liquid or semi-solid foods

2. Drinks from cup or glass

3. Discriminates eatables and non-eatables

4. Chews solid foods

5. Picks up food with fingers and puts in mouth

6. Peels banana/orange skin

7. Sucks water/liquid through a straw

8. Mixes rice, del and eats with hand/spoon

Toiletting

9. Indicates need to go to toilet

10. Reaches the toilet

11. Removes underware/pant before sitting on toilet seat

12. Washes self after use of the toilet

13. Flushes toilet after use

Brushing

14, Wipes hands with towel/cloth

15. Washes hands with soap and water

16. Brushes teeth

1L Spits paste

18. Cleans the tongue

19. Applies paste on the tooth brush

Eathing

20. Pours water on self for bathing

21. Wipes face with towel/cloth

22. Washes face with soap and water

23. Uses towel for drying body
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item DOMAINS/ITEMS
No. Rasebse1str indQrsrdQj

LILILI
LILILI

24. Removes soap from body with water LI
25. Applies soap on body LII

Dressing

26. Takes off clothes when unbuttoned LI LI LI LI
27. Puts on underpants or elastic knickers LIII LI LI LI
28. Unbuttons clothing [II LI LI LI
29. Puts on shirt/frock (need not button) [LI LII LI LI
30. Puts slippers n correct feet LI LI LI LI
31. Buttons own clothing LI LI LI Li
32. Puts on pullover shirt/skirt and blouse LI [III) LI LI
33, Laces shoes or buckles sandies LI LI LI LI
34. Ties knots LI LI LI LI

Grooming

35. Applies powder on face/body LI LI LI LI
36. Oils hair LI. r LI LI
31. Cuts nails with nailcutter/scissors LI LI I Li LI
38. Puts on wrist watch LI -LI LI [ 1
39. Plaits hair (female)/Combs hair with parting (males) J LI LI LI
40. Looks after menstural hygiene(Female)/Shaves (male) LI LI LI LI

Total Raw Scott Baseline 1st Quarter ilud Quarter mrd Quarter
Itivities of
DallyLiving _____________________________________

LANGUAGE (U

NOTE: For a child who is unable to speak, identification or geatural indication is sufficient to pass the items in this
domain

LILILILI1. Locates items/persons on command by looking at them

2. Responds to verbal or gestural commands. (any five)

a) "Come" b) "Go"
c) "Look" d) "give"
e)
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS Assessments
No, DM.I'ne 1st Qr 2nd Qr aid Qr

3. Follows simple commands that call for action. (any flue)

a) 'Get me the ball"
b) "Give me the book"
c) "Close the door"
d) "Wipe your face"
e)

4. Points to body parts (any flue)

a) Eyes b) Ears
c) Nose d) Heir
e) Lips f) Legs
g) Head b) Hands E Li PH

5. Points to familiar objects (any ten)

a) Chair b) Frock
c) Pen d) Pencil
e) Fan f) Book
g) Doll h) Light
I) Shirt j) Plate
k) Tumbler I)

6. Points to pictures in a book (any ten)

a) 1)

b) g)
c) h)

Li Li ED
7. Follows "WHOSE" questions (any flue)

(a) Whose bag is this?
(b) Whose book is this?
(c) Whose pencil is this?
(d) Whose tiffin box is this?

Li Li n P1
8. Follows postpositions (any ten)

8.1 On a) Putthetoyonthetable
(any 3) b) Put the book on the table

c)
d)

8.2 In a) Put the tiffin box in the bag
(any 3) b) Put the bead in the box/container

c)
d)
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• Item DOMAINS/ITEMS .
. . .

-
Meesaments

No B.nkn.1.tQr Zr4Qr SrdQr

8.3 Under a) Put the doll under the table
(any 4) b) Put the paper under the book

ELIDE
9. Follows two step directions (any five)

a) Close the door and bring the book
b) Keep the book in the bag and get the chalkpiece

DEED
10. Follows 'Which" questions (any five)

a) Which book have you written your home work?
b) Which teacher did you talk to?
c) Which water bottle is yours?
8) Which is your drawing? DEED

11. Follows "Why" questions (any five)

a) Why do we wear warm clothes in winter?
b) Why do we cariy an umbrella?
c) Whydowegotosehool?

LI LI LID
12. Follows adjectives (any ten)

12.1 Big-small a) Show me which of these two
(any 5) pencils is bigger?

b) Get me the smaller of the
two balls

c)

12.2 Up-down a) Throw the ball up
(any 5) b) Put your hands up/

Put your hands down ELIDE
13. Follows concept of whole/part (any five)

a) This is a whole chappati,this is a part of it
b) This is a whole cha]kpiece, this is a part of it
c) DEED
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.POMAI$Sf ITEMS. AssessrnjCL_Nr0 _____________________ Esselunt itt Qr 2nd.QrlnIQr
14. Follows three step directions (any five)

a) Keep the pen on the table, close the door and bring your book.
b) Open your book, keep the pencil in your bag and stand up with

folded hands.
c)
d)
e)

15. Identifies first middle and last in a group (any ten)

15.1 FIrst a) Keep the book in the middle
(any 3) ofthe pen and eraser.

b) Who is standing first in the line.
c)

15.2 Middle a) Go and sit in the middle of
(any3) ___and.

b)
c)

15.3 Last a) Go and sit in the last chair,
(any4) b)

ELILILI
16. Follows left-right (all correct in 5 trials)

16.1 Left a) Showvourlefthand
b) Who is sitting left to you
c) Showyour left ear

16.2 Right a) Show your right leg
b) Sbowyourrighteye
c) Whoissitlingrighttoyou LI Li LI LI

17. Follows sight words (any flue)

a) DANGER h) TOILET
a) PULL d) EXIT
e) PUSH f) POISON
g) LADIES h) ENQUIRY
i) GENTS

LI' Li fl Li
18. Arranges picture after listening to a story (any flue)

a) Brainy crow
b) Sour grapes
a) Golden eggs

LIEHE
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS
-—

Assessments
No Baselne letQr lndQr 3reQr

19. Follows traffic sigtiWsignals (any five)

a) What doe Red light indicate?
b) What does Yellow light indicate?
a) What does Green light indicate?
d) What is a Speed breaker?
e)

20. Follows voting rights (all correct inS trials)

a) Why do we have elections?
b) When do we have elections?
a) Who can vote in the elections?
d) Where to go for voting?
e) How to vote in the elections?

21. Imitates vowel sounds (al! five)

a) a b) e
d)o EDLIJLi

22. UsesYes/Nobynoddingofhead. L1 liii [III] Li
23. Indicates basic needs by pointing or gesturing. (any five) fl fl
24. Speaks single words meaningfully (any five)

a) Akka b) Mama
Papa d) Li Li ii

25. When asked tells own name. Li Li Li Li
26. Imitates sounds of animals & inanimate objects (any five)

a) Cat b) Cow
c) Dog d) Train
e) Lion f) Automobile
g) h)

27. Uses two word phrases (any five)

a) Mummy milk b) Daddy come
c) U)
e)

28. Tells use of familiar objects (any five)

a) Chair b) Spoon
c) Doll d) Pencil

LiLiLiLi
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Item DOAINS/fltS flflr—*
No a
29. Describes action pictures (any ten)

a) Eating b) Skipping
a) Playing d) Combing
e) Bathing I) Brushing
g) Sleeping h) Reading
I) Studying j) Preying

LIELIE
30. Uses words to indicate commands (any/be)

a)
c) d)
e)

31. IdentitIes sex (all correct in 5 trials)

a) Areyouaboyorgirl0ncsseofboy)
Are you a Ørl or boy (In se of gut)

b) Is________ aboyoragirl(Showaboy)
c) Is _______agirloraboy(Showaglrl)

LI [11 LI LI
32. Identifies/names vehicles (any five)

ELILIE
33. Identifies/names animals (any five).

EEEE
34. Identifies/names vegetables (any five).

ELILIE
35. Identifies/names fruits (any flue).

LIE LIE
36. Recites rhymes of atieast 3-4 lines. fl fl
37. Uses adjectives: (any ten)

37.1. Long-short a) Who has long hairin the class?
(any 3) b) Show me the shortest person

in the clsss?
c)
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[Thm DOMAINS/ITEMS
- ______ ____________—- Assessme

No
Susie. IstQr 2r.dQr SrdQfj

37.2. Rough.smooth a) Give me the rough paper out
(any 3) ofthe two papers.

b) Which of the piece of cloth is smooth.
c)

37.3. Clean-Dirty a) Show me which of these two
(any 4) handkerchiefs is dirty?

b) Show me which of these two
glasses of water is clean? EEriE

35. Uses complex sentences (any flue)

n
39. Narrates simple jokes (any flue)

40. Carries on simple conversation.

EEEE
Total Rain Score Esseline - 1st Quarter Ibid Quarter Bird Quarter
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NOTE: While asseesingachild onthia domain thetathho4dpt/sIedthe particular child is more famiIiarr with or eaposed to.

Matcheethnhlobjec+ (any five)

a) Akeyteakey b) Apentoapenc)
ci)5) 0

2. Matches objects to pictures (any five)

a)
b)c)
d)e)
1)

3. Matches Sours (any five)

a) Red b) Bluec) Green d) Yellowe)

4.
Recognlses his/her name. (correct in all 5 trials)

EflE5. Reads own name

6. Sorts plato Yes (any flue)

Animals a) I)) a) ci) e)Fruits a) b) c) d) e)Vehicles a) b) c) ci) e)Vegetables a) b) c) d) e)

Matches words (aj' five)

a) Bat b) Matc) Cat ci) Rate) Hat 0 Mugg) Rug h)



Item DOMAINS/ITEMS
-

Assessments

No ____________ ___________ —
issehue IsQr lndQr 3rdQ

8. Identifies colours (any five)

a) b)
U)

t Names colours (any five)

a) b)
c) d)

e)

10. Identifies/reads printed words (any five)

a) ball b) tube
a) p'ug d) fire
d) stop e)
0 g)

11. I3entifies/reads names of parents (all correct in 5 trials)

12. Reads two-word phrases (any five)

a) The t b) My bail

DuEL
13. Identifies/reads own address (all correcl in 5 trials)

DEED
14. Identifies/reads names of family members/friends (any five)

DEED
15. Reads short sentences (any five)

a) This isa cat.
b) Thecatisonthemat.
c) Putapeninthebox.
8) The monkey is sitting on the tree
e)
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kern DoMAINS/frEMS .. :. Assessments
No Essehe. in Qr 2nd Qr Sri 9r

16. Reads sign boards (any flue)

a) Hospital b) Police Station
a) School C) Hotel
a) Post office g) Medical shop
d) Bank h)

17. Reads small paragraphs (all three correctly with maximum of 10 errors)

a) Paragraph One
b) Paragraph Two ri r- •c) Paragraph Three ii Lj

18. Reads large print from magazines, newspapers, etc.

LI DDE
19. Reads medium sized handwritten paragraphs.

(any three with maximum of 10 errors)

L1] LI LI
20. Reads short news item from a newspapers.

21. Scribbles.

ED DLI
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS Assessments 1Nt $aàe 1*q SpAQr. 3rdQr.

22. Traces along a straight line.

DEED
23. Traces aleng a circular object (23*J)

DEED
24. Traces alphabets of own name

DEED
25. Copies alphabets of own name

DEED
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS
-

Assessments
No. Baselin l.t9 lmdQr SthQ

26. Copies a straight line

27. Copies circle

0
Li EL

28. Draws a line connecting 3 dots

DEED
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fltem DOMAINS/ITEMS . Assessments

F No
Ba.eI'ne 1& Qr 2nd Qr 3rd Qr

29. Writes own name

30. Copies a square

31. Copies a triangle
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[Them DOMAINS/ITEMS Asseesments
B.sehne 1ecr sedQr Srr

32. Copies own address

33. Writes own address

DEED
34. Copies printed sentences (any five)

a) There are apples, mangoes and bananas in the basket.

b) What is the Capital of India? Delhi is the Capital of India.

c) Hello! How are you? I am fine, thank you!

d)
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS Assessments
No. - 14e1'ne 1.&Qr 2ndQr 3dQr

35. Dictation of words (any fuel

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

36. Dictation of sentences (any flue)

a)

b)

a)

d)

e)

DEED
3?. Writes s letter.
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item DOMMNSf1TEMS . .. Asseisthents ::::.:::::\

No. .::.. .. . BaMohl.iQ*lrIdQt: lraQr

38. rrns in an appIition. E E] E
39. Composition (minimum 40 words on any one topic

maximum 3 errors permitted)

a) My Pet b) My Home c) My School

DEED
40. Writes a leave letter.

E DEE
Total Raw Score Baseline let Quarter findQuarter lllrd Quarter1IIli.__.
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS
—

AemessnenMn. _____ _____-— —— 3.S. 1a 5ar ltt.]
NUMBERSTD4E (WY)

NOTE Forsomeoftbe Items in thi, domain, ifthe child uses hi. fingemfline./objn as dues for calculation it
should be scored., "duein('. to score independent, the child should pa.. the required number of item, givenIntherecordbooklet lncsjethechuldia ableto completotwo sum, IndependentIyandyetreq,e, duestocompletethe third awn, then the score is given as 4 end not 5

1. Rote counts 1-5. fl [II] [II]
2. Separate, one object froma group upon request fl [II] fl [I]
3. Discriminates between less and more.

4. Matches idethcal number of concrete objects.

5. Recognise, written number, from 1-10, E LII LII LII
6. Write, number, one to ten

DEED
7. Picks up specified number of objects upto five.

a) 2 b) 5
d)3 DEED

S. Arranges mumber symbols sequentially from 1-5 in an order. fl
9, Follows directions tofu upto half glass.

10. Add, single digit numbers within ten (any five)

a) 3 b) 4+2 +3
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS Assessments
No. Ba..liuw 1sQ.

CrzëQ__sr4.aj
a) 3 d) 5
+7 +0

e)

DEED
11. Subtracts single digit numbers within ten (any five)

a) 3 b) 6-4

c) 9 d) 4-2 -0

e)

DELI E
12. Writes numerals above ten on dictation (any ten)

13. Does two digitadditions without eariy over (any five)

a) 44 b) 25
+22 +62

10?
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS Assessments

No.
aisdie, Ings ZmJQr lrdQr

dl 40c) 70
- 27

e)

17. Identifies/names math symbols (any five)

18

DEED
a) +
a)
a) =

5) -

d) x

18. Measures liquid using measuring cups (all correct in three trials)

a) 1 litre b) 1/2 litre
a) 3/4 litre d) 1/4 litre

19. Weighs objects using weighing scale (all correct in three trials)

b) 100 ginsa) 50gms
c) 200 gins

20. Uses caiculator for basic arithmetic operations.

21. Associates time/events to routine school activities

22. Associates watch/clock with time

23. Follows now', 'later', 'hurry', 'wait' (any ten)

23.1 Now a)
(any two) b)

23.2 Later a)
(any two) b)

23.3 flurry a)
(any three) b)

c)

23.4 Wait a)
(any three) h)

c)

24. Tells correctly if it is day or night (correct in all 5 trials)

a) Is it day or night?
b) Isitnightorday?

[1 IL L.J

DEED
DEED
Li DEE
DEEDEEEE

DEED

DEED
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Itàm . ::DOMMNS/ITn4s
-

Assessments
Baseline ISQ ZndQr C dQr

25. Tells correctly if it is morning or evening (correct inall 5 trials)

a) Is it morning or evening? —.

b) is it evening or mornine LII H H [__]
26. Follows yesterday, today and tomorrow (any ten)

26.1 Yesterday a) What did you eat yesterday?
(any 3) b)

c)

26.2 Today a) What did you eat today?
(any 3) b)

c)

26.3 Tommorow a)
(any4) b) LIIEE LII

27. Tells hour and minute hands on the clock H H H Li
28. Names/identifies days of week (all correct)

a) Rote recitation
b) What comes after Tuesday
c) What comes after Saturday
d) What comes before Wednesday - II
e) What comes before Sunday Li

29. Counts by five's

H H H
30. Tells time by the hour (all correct)

a) 3'O Clock 1,) i2'O Clock
c) 90 Clock d) 7'O Clock

. -

a) 6'O Clock 1) 1'OClck

31. Tellsownageinyears
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.::POMAINS/ITEMS Assessments
NI laMe. ldQr lne4v sse

32. Names/IdentIfies months of year (all correct)

a) Rota recitation
b) WhatcomeesfterMarch
c) What comes after December
d) What comes before September
a) What come, before Januwj

83. Associates lime with work routine (any flue)

.) Whatlimedoyougotoschool?
b) Wbattimedoyouhaveyourbreakst?
c) Wbatlimedoyougotobed?
6) What lime do you have your dinner?

34. Tells lime by quarter hour (all correct)

a) 2.30 b) 6.30
c) 1215 d) 3.15
e) 12.45 1) 9.45 fl LI] fl LI]

35. Tells date of birth fl [I]
38. Tells day, date, month and year (all correct)

a) What day ii today?
b) Whatisthedatetoday?
c) What Is the present month?
d) Which year Is going on?

37. Rest and uses a calender (correct in all 5 trials) fl [I] fl
38. Tells lime to the minutes on the clock (any flue)

a) 11.12 b) 12.22
c) 7.16 d) 4.25

39. Reminds on prefixed time fl
40. Setswatcbtocorrecttime (any five)

a) 9.35 b) 2.18
c) 12.20 d) 7.12
e) 1.50 0 8.48

fleet Raw Score BaselIne 1st Quarter Bad Quarter Bird Quarter
Numb.rs- I
jTe I I
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r : DOMAINS/ITEMS :.

B:1r2stQr 5fl9fj

DOMESTIC-SOCIAL (DS)

1. Keepsthingsatplaceswhenaskedto [j Li fl LIII
2. CollectswasteandputsawayintheWastepaperbasket H H Li H
3. Dusts/wipes table, chairs etc. fl H fl
4. Waters plants Lii Li Li H
5. Folds own clothing fl H Li
6. Sweeps floor using a broom fl H H Li
7. Wets/mops floor Li H H H
S. Serves eatables H H H H
9. Washes utensils H H H Li
10. Washes clothes H H Li H
11. Cuts vegetables H Li Li H
12. Lights a kerosene/gas stove Li Li H H
13. Prepares tea or coffee H H H H
14. Prepares dough for chapa/puris H Lii H H
15. Prepares simple breakfast items H H H
16. Sews buttons H H L
17. Cooks rice orotherfood items fl H H
18. Prepares a curly or sabji H Li Li H
19. Irons own cotton clothes H H H H
20. Prepares a complete meal Li
21. Responds with correct gesture when said ta-ta H H H H
22. Responds to own name by turning his/her head H H H H
23. Identifies teacher by her name H Li H H
24. Goes inside school yard and comes back H H H H
25. Shares food/toys with other children H H H H
28. Greets others H H H H
27. Seeks permission to go out H H Li Li
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1Mm DOMAINS/nTiS Assessments
sq. anaqt ssq

28. Sings/dances with music

29. Offers help to teachers In classroom/school chores

30. Knows duties of various occupations (any flue)

a) Postman
c) Newspaper boy
a) Doctor

81. Waits for his turn with 4 to 5 other children [] [j fl
32. Playswith 4-5 children [J J] [11 [J

b) Milkman
d) Policeman DEED

33. Comes end goes to school unattended when the
school i. within the same neighbourhood

34. Says 'please', and 'thank you'

85. Introduces himself to others (any flue)

a) What is you name?
b) How old are you?
c) Where do you stay?
d) What is your father\mother'e name?
e) What is the name of your school?

36. Plays with children for 20 minutes in cooperative play/activity

37. Can cross road

88. Goes to home from school or vice versa outside his neighbourhood

89. Receives and gives mesesge taken on phone or in person

40. Travels in a bus on owi

TOM! ISi, &n EasetIn. 1st Quarter had Quarter lUrd Quarter
Domestic-
Social

DEED
DEED

EEEE
EEEE
DEED
DEED
EEEE

EEEE
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::DoNs/1nMS .

.

. Ass sténta
H. Na. Blin..Js& Qr. SedQr. Srd

PR&VOCATWNAL-MONEY (PV)

1. Carries notice/messages from one classroom to another [71 Li Li Li
2. Brush paints

LiLiLiLi
3. Uses a pen cii shapener LI Li Li
4. Sticks using gum or glue [ii Li Li Li
5. Cuts simple shapes LI Li LI
6. Rings school bell on time LI Li Li LI]
7. Clips using stappler fl [III] fl LI
S. Makes holes using punching machine Li Li LI [III]
9. Stacks objects into groups LI [1111 [II] Li

10. Puts away things in appropriats places after use Li Li Li Li
11. Assembles similar objects of three to four sizes Li [III] Li Li
12. NaBs and hangs a calender Li Li Li Li
13. Uses a screw driver to insert or remove screws Li Li Li Li
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS •.. Assessmsnts.
5*sun. 1.tQr ZndQr srdQr

14. Tells date of National festivals (all cornet)

a) Independence day b) Republic day
c) Children's day d) Gandhi Jayanthi

15. Makes a garland of flowers using thread LI]
16. Applies medicine on a cut Li LII Li [II]
17. Does simple hemming work

18. Plants a sapling [II]
19. Tells names of important people (all correct)

a) President b) Vice-President
c) Prima minister d) Governor
e) Chief minister

20. Wrapsagiftbox

21. Sorts coins from other similar metal objects Li Li Li Li
22. Aware that money can buy things

23. Keeps money safely Li LI]
24. Selects a rupee note from other paper objects Li Li Li
25. Sorts out mixed coins (all correct)

a) Isolates five 5 ps.coins
b) Isolates five 10 ps.coins
c) Isolates five 20 ps.coins
d) Isolates five 25 ps. coins
e) Isolates five Sops. coins
0 Isolates five 1.00 Re. coins fl LIII

.26. Identifies/names all denominations of coins (all correct)

a) öps b) lops
c) 2Ops d) 25ps
e) 6Ops f) lRe fl fl fl

27. Identifies/names currency notes upto ten (all cornet)

a) Re.l b) Rs.2
c) Rs.5 d) RaiD LII] Li Li Li

28. Rank orders coins Li Li Li Li
29. Adds collects coins to make a rupee Li Li Li Li
30. Makes purchases within 1 Re Li Li Li Li
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it - - —
No.

BanUna lut Qr. 2ad Qr 3rd (.

31. Makes purchases within 1 Re. with correct change 1 1 [_
J —

32. Makes purchases upto Rs.2 with correct change [II] fl
33. Knows transactional value for items below Ra.10/. (any five)

a) Whatisthecostofapendil?
b) Whatisthecoatofanothbcok?

34. Calculates change upto 10 rupees

35. Makes purchases upto Rs.5 with correct change

36. Makes purchases upto Rs.1O with correct change

37. Knows transactional value of items above Ra.10/. (any/We)

is. Maintains account of money in a piggy bank

Deposits money in a bank

40. Withdraws money from bank

Total Raw Score Baseline lit Quarter Und Quarter BIrd Quarter
[ivoeatlonal.
aeY

c)
d)
e)

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

DEED
ELIDEDEEDEEEE

EEEE
EEEEEEEEEEE

Cumulative
Score
(All Domains)

Total Raw Score BaselIne Tat Quarter Bad Quarter lUrd Quarter
Cumulativel

'ScoreDeI I
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Behavioural Assessment Scales for Indian Children ( Authors:with Mental Retardation, (BASIC-MB) Part B Reetesbawana £ Venicatesan)

RECORD BOOKLET

Name of the student Ago
Level/Class Sex

Dates:
Baseline Assessment Evaluated by
flrst Quarter Assessment Evaluated by
Second Quarter Assessment Evaluated by
Third Quarter Assement Evaluated by

Instructions

1. Eact item should be scored based on three levels of sevorilr/frequencey of problem behaviours, i.e., Never (N),
Occasionally (0) and Frequently (F). Score 0 for 'Never", 1 for "Occasionally" and 2 for "Frequently".

2. Entertho appropriate numerical score against each item for the child, depending on the severity/frequency of the
problembehaviourin question, and inthe appropriatebox, i.e., baseline, first quarterassossment, second quarter
assessment and/or third quarter assessment

3. Add the total problem behaviour raw score and enter it in the profile sheet of BASIC.MR, Part-B.

No DOMAINS/ITEMS AssessmentsI______ ..: .. . .
. . .

Violentand Destructive Behaviour

1. Kicks others H H H LII
2, Pushes others LII H H
3. Pinches others H H H H
4. Pulls hair, ear, body parts of others H H H H
5. Slaps others H H H H
6. Hits others H H H H
7. Spits on others H H H H
8. Bangs objects H H H H
9. Slams doors H H H H
10. Bites others

11. Attacks or pokes others with weapon
(blade, sUck, pencil)

12. Throws objects at others

NIMH. Secunderabad 1992
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15. Breaks objects/glass/toys

16. Damages furniture

TemperTantrums

Cries excessively

Screams

Stamps feet

Rolls on floor

Misbehaves with others

21. Pulls objects from others

22. Interrupts in between when others are
talking

23. Makes loud noise when others are
working or reading

24. Makes face to tease others

25. Uses abusive/vulgar language

26. Takes others possession without their
permission openly

27. Tells others what to do and wants
his/her way (bossy)

Self Injurious behaviours

Bangs head

Bites self

Cuts or mutilates self

Pulls own hair

Scratches self

Hits self

Puts objects into eyes/nose/ear

Eats inedible things

tern No. DOMAINS/ITEMS Assessments
BaeuIIne 1.4 Qr 2nd Qr 3rd Q

13. Tears/pulls threads from own or others
clothing

14. Tears up own or others books, papers,
magazines

17.

18.

19.

20.

E EE[ii
EEEE
E E E Li
EEEE
E Li E E
EELJEEEEE
EELJE

EEEE
HEELI
H E H L. I
EHEE
HEEL.
H EEL]
EHEEEHEEHELE
H EHE
EHEE
EHEE
LiEEEEHEE

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.
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Repetitive behaviours

35. Rocks body

39. Nods head

40. Sucks thumb

41. Makes peculiar sounds

42. Bites ends of pen/pencil

43. Shakes parts of the body repeatedly

44. Grinds teeth

45. Swings round and round

Odd behaviours

48. Laughs to self

47. Langhs inappropriately

43. Talks to self

49. Hoards unwanted objects (sticks, thread,
pieces of old clothes)

50. Picks nose

51. flays with unwanted objects like chappal,
strings, faeces and dirt excessively

52. Kisses, hugs, and licks people
unnecessarily

53. Smells objects

Hyperactivity

54. Does not sit at one place for required time

55. Does not pay attention to what is told

56. Does not continue with the task at hand
for required time

Rebellious behaviours

57. Refuses to obey commands

58. Does opposite of what is requested

114

36. Peels skin/wounds

37. Bites nail

LI fl [j LI

DEED
DEEDDEEDDEED

DEEDEEEE
DEED
DEED

LI E EE
DEED
DEED
DEED
DEED
DEED
DEED



Total Row Score Baseline 1st Quarter find Quarter ifird Quarter

[iYumuiative
Score
(All Domains)
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item Na. DOMAflS/iTEMS Assessments
S.seUn. SQr. 5u,dqt ardQrc

59. Takes vely long lime intentionally to
complete a task

60. Wanders outside school LI LI LIII LI
61. Runs away from school LI fl [J LI
62. Argues without purpose [I] LI LI LI

Antisocial bebaviours

63. Lies or twists the truth to his own
advantage or blames others

64. Cheats in games or no sense of fair play

65. StasIs

66. Makes obscene gestures

67. Exposes body psrts inappropriately

68. Makes sexual advances towards
members of opposite sex

69. Touches own private parts in public

70. Touches others private parts in public

71. Gambles

Fears

72. Fear of objects

73. Fear of animals

74. Fear of places

75. Fear of persons

Any others;

LILILIE
LI LILILI
LILILILI
LILILILI
LILILILI
LILILILI
LI LILILI
LILILILI

LILILILI
LILILILI
LILILILI
LILILILI
LILILILI



item DOMMNS/ITEMS
.

Assessments
No asseSs 1.tQr e.sqr 5.4g.'

14. Climbs upstairs using alternate feet [11 fl fl [III
15. Pours liquid from one glass to another without spilling

16. Climbs down the stairs using alternate feet

17. Turns pages singly from a book

18. Jumps off the ground with both feet

LI
19. Opens the door

20. Does simple physical exercises H Lil H H
21. Throws bail atleast five metres away before first bounce

22. Catches bail H H H H
23. Swtogs for at least 2-3 minutes H H H LIII
24. Wipes blackboard clean using duster H [I Li H
25. Pushes a cycle tyre (male)/ plays 5 stones (female) El H LIII LII
26. Climbs atleast eight to ten steps of a slide or ladder H LIII H H
27. Stands on one foot for minimum 30 seconds LII LII] H H
28. Jumps from a height of 2 feet H H H H
29. Folds paper and inserts into an envelope H H H H
30. Walks on straight line for atleast 5.10 steps H H [III H
31. Plays marbles (male)/hopscotch (female) H H LII H
32. Tears off a perforated sheet [III H H H
33. Throws ball into a basket H H H H
34. Cuts along a straight line using scissors H H H H
35. Hops on one foot for minimum 30 seconds [I H H H
38. Plays ring games H H H H
37. Threads a medium sized needle H H H H
38. Strikes and lights a match stick within two attempts H H H H
39. Rides a bicycle H H H H
40. Skips H H H H

Total Row Score BaselIne Sat Quarter Ibid Quarter mail Quarter

[tor
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS
-

No. B.aelha l.zQr 2nJQr SrdQr!

ACTIVITIES OFDAILY LIVING (AIM)

Eating

1. Swallows liquid or semi-solid foods

2. Drinks from cup or glass

3. Discriminates eatables and non-eatables

4. Chews solid foods

5. Picks up food with fingers and puts in mouth

6. Peels banana/orange skin

7. Sucks water/liquid through a straw

8. Mixes rice, del and eats with hand/spoon

Toiletting

9. Indicates need to go to toilet

10. Reaches the toilet

11. Removes underware/pant before sitting on toilet seat

12. Washes self after use of the toilet

13. Flushes toilet after use

Brushing

14, Wipes hands with towel/cloth

15. Washes hands with soap and water

16. Brushes teeth

1L Spits paste

18. Cleans the tongue

19. Applies paste on the tooth brush

Eathing

20. Pours water on self for bathing

21. Wipes face with towel/cloth

22. Washes face with soap and water

23. Uses towel for drying body
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item DOMAINS/ITEMS
No. Rasebse1str indQrsrdQj

LILILI
LILILI

24. Removes soap from body with water LI
25. Applies soap on body LII

Dressing

26. Takes off clothes when unbuttoned LI LI LI LI
27. Puts on underpants or elastic knickers LIII LI LI LI
28. Unbuttons clothing [II LI LI LI
29. Puts on shirt/frock (need not button) [LI LII LI LI
30. Puts slippers n correct feet LI LI LI LI
31. Buttons own clothing LI LI LI Li
32. Puts on pullover shirt/skirt and blouse LI [III) LI LI
33, Laces shoes or buckles sandies LI LI LI LI
34. Ties knots LI LI LI LI

Grooming

35. Applies powder on face/body LI LI LI LI
36. Oils hair LI. r LI LI
31. Cuts nails with nailcutter/scissors LI LI I Li LI
38. Puts on wrist watch LI -LI LI [ 1
39. Plaits hair (female)/Combs hair with parting (males) J LI LI LI
40. Looks after menstural hygiene(Female)/Shaves (male) LI LI LI LI

Total Raw Scott Baseline 1st Quarter ilud Quarter mrd Quarter
Itivities of
DallyLiving _____________________________________

LANGUAGE (U

NOTE: For a child who is unable to speak, identification or geatural indication is sufficient to pass the items in this
domain

LILILILI1. Locates items/persons on command by looking at them

2. Responds to verbal or gestural commands. (any five)

a) "Come" b) "Go"
c) "Look" d) "give"
e)
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS Assessments
No, DM.I'ne 1st Qr 2nd Qr aid Qr

3. Follows simple commands that call for action. (any flue)

a) 'Get me the ball"
b) "Give me the book"
c) "Close the door"
d) "Wipe your face"
e)

4. Points to body parts (any flue)

a) Eyes b) Ears
c) Nose d) Heir
e) Lips f) Legs
g) Head b) Hands E Li PH

5. Points to familiar objects (any ten)

a) Chair b) Frock
c) Pen d) Pencil
e) Fan f) Book
g) Doll h) Light
I) Shirt j) Plate
k) Tumbler I)

6. Points to pictures in a book (any ten)

a) 1)

b) g)
c) h)

Li Li ED
7. Follows "WHOSE" questions (any flue)

(a) Whose bag is this?
(b) Whose book is this?
(c) Whose pencil is this?
(d) Whose tiffin box is this?

Li Li n P1
8. Follows postpositions (any ten)

8.1 On a) Putthetoyonthetable
(any 3) b) Put the book on the table

c)
d)

8.2 In a) Put the tiffin box in the bag
(any 3) b) Put the bead in the box/container

c)
d)
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• Item DOMAINS/ITEMS .
. . .

-
Meesaments

No B.nkn.1.tQr Zr4Qr SrdQr

8.3 Under a) Put the doll under the table
(any 4) b) Put the paper under the book

ELIDE
9. Follows two step directions (any five)

a) Close the door and bring the book
b) Keep the book in the bag and get the chalkpiece

DEED
10. Follows 'Which" questions (any five)

a) Which book have you written your home work?
b) Which teacher did you talk to?
c) Which water bottle is yours?
8) Which is your drawing? DEED

11. Follows "Why" questions (any five)

a) Why do we wear warm clothes in winter?
b) Why do we cariy an umbrella?
c) Whydowegotosehool?

LI LI LID
12. Follows adjectives (any ten)

12.1 Big-small a) Show me which of these two
(any 5) pencils is bigger?

b) Get me the smaller of the
two balls

c)

12.2 Up-down a) Throw the ball up
(any 5) b) Put your hands up/

Put your hands down ELIDE
13. Follows concept of whole/part (any five)

a) This is a whole chappati,this is a part of it
b) This is a whole cha]kpiece, this is a part of it
c) DEED
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.POMAI$Sf ITEMS. AssessrnjCL_Nr0 _____________________ Esselunt itt Qr 2nd.QrlnIQr
14. Follows three step directions (any five)

a) Keep the pen on the table, close the door and bring your book.
b) Open your book, keep the pencil in your bag and stand up with

folded hands.
c)
d)
e)

15. Identifies first middle and last in a group (any ten)

15.1 FIrst a) Keep the book in the middle
(any 3) ofthe pen and eraser.

b) Who is standing first in the line.
c)

15.2 Middle a) Go and sit in the middle of
(any3) ___and.

b)
c)

15.3 Last a) Go and sit in the last chair,
(any4) b)

ELILILI
16. Follows left-right (all correct in 5 trials)

16.1 Left a) Showvourlefthand
b) Who is sitting left to you
c) Showyour left ear

16.2 Right a) Show your right leg
b) Sbowyourrighteye
c) Whoissitlingrighttoyou LI Li LI LI

17. Follows sight words (any flue)

a) DANGER h) TOILET
a) PULL d) EXIT
e) PUSH f) POISON
g) LADIES h) ENQUIRY
i) GENTS

LI' Li fl Li
18. Arranges picture after listening to a story (any flue)

a) Brainy crow
b) Sour grapes
a) Golden eggs

LIEHE
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS
-—

Assessments
No Baselne letQr lndQr 3reQr

19. Follows traffic sigtiWsignals (any five)

a) What doe Red light indicate?
b) What does Yellow light indicate?
a) What does Green light indicate?
d) What is a Speed breaker?
e)

20. Follows voting rights (all correct inS trials)

a) Why do we have elections?
b) When do we have elections?
a) Who can vote in the elections?
d) Where to go for voting?
e) How to vote in the elections?

21. Imitates vowel sounds (al! five)

a) a b) e
d)o EDLIJLi

22. UsesYes/Nobynoddingofhead. L1 liii [III] Li
23. Indicates basic needs by pointing or gesturing. (any five) fl fl
24. Speaks single words meaningfully (any five)

a) Akka b) Mama
Papa d) Li Li ii

25. When asked tells own name. Li Li Li Li
26. Imitates sounds of animals & inanimate objects (any five)

a) Cat b) Cow
c) Dog d) Train
e) Lion f) Automobile
g) h)

27. Uses two word phrases (any five)

a) Mummy milk b) Daddy come
c) U)
e)

28. Tells use of familiar objects (any five)

a) Chair b) Spoon
c) Doll d) Pencil

LiLiLiLi
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Item DOAINS/fltS flflr—*
No a
29. Describes action pictures (any ten)

a) Eating b) Skipping
a) Playing d) Combing
e) Bathing I) Brushing
g) Sleeping h) Reading
I) Studying j) Preying

LIELIE
30. Uses words to indicate commands (any/be)

a)
c) d)
e)

31. IdentitIes sex (all correct in 5 trials)

a) Areyouaboyorgirl0ncsseofboy)
Are you a Ørl or boy (In se of gut)

b) Is________ aboyoragirl(Showaboy)
c) Is _______agirloraboy(Showaglrl)

LI [11 LI LI
32. Identifies/names vehicles (any five)

ELILIE
33. Identifies/names animals (any five).

EEEE
34. Identifies/names vegetables (any five).

ELILIE
35. Identifies/names fruits (any flue).

LIE LIE
36. Recites rhymes of atieast 3-4 lines. fl fl
37. Uses adjectives: (any ten)

37.1. Long-short a) Who has long hairin the class?
(any 3) b) Show me the shortest person

in the clsss?
c)
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[Thm DOMAINS/ITEMS
- ______ ____________—- Assessme

No
Susie. IstQr 2r.dQr SrdQfj

37.2. Rough.smooth a) Give me the rough paper out
(any 3) ofthe two papers.

b) Which of the piece of cloth is smooth.
c)

37.3. Clean-Dirty a) Show me which of these two
(any 4) handkerchiefs is dirty?

b) Show me which of these two
glasses of water is clean? EEriE

35. Uses complex sentences (any flue)

n
39. Narrates simple jokes (any flue)

40. Carries on simple conversation.

EEEE
Total Rain Score Esseline - 1st Quarter Ibid Quarter Bird Quarter
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NOTE: While asseesingachild onthia domain thetathho4dpt/sIedthe particular child is more famiIiarr with or eaposed to.

Matcheethnhlobjec+ (any five)

a) Akeyteakey b) Apentoapenc)
ci)5) 0

2. Matches objects to pictures (any five)

a)
b)c)
d)e)
1)

3. Matches Sours (any five)

a) Red b) Bluec) Green d) Yellowe)

4.
Recognlses his/her name. (correct in all 5 trials)

EflE5. Reads own name

6. Sorts plato Yes (any flue)

Animals a) I)) a) ci) e)Fruits a) b) c) d) e)Vehicles a) b) c) ci) e)Vegetables a) b) c) d) e)

Matches words (aj' five)

a) Bat b) Matc) Cat ci) Rate) Hat 0 Mugg) Rug h)



Item DOMAINS/ITEMS
-

Assessments

No ____________ ___________ —
issehue IsQr lndQr 3rdQ

8. Identifies colours (any five)

a) b)
U)

t Names colours (any five)

a) b)
c) d)

e)

10. Identifies/reads printed words (any five)

a) ball b) tube
a) p'ug d) fire
d) stop e)
0 g)

11. I3entifies/reads names of parents (all correct in 5 trials)

12. Reads two-word phrases (any five)

a) The t b) My bail

DuEL
13. Identifies/reads own address (all correcl in 5 trials)

DEED
14. Identifies/reads names of family members/friends (any five)

DEED
15. Reads short sentences (any five)

a) This isa cat.
b) Thecatisonthemat.
c) Putapeninthebox.
8) The monkey is sitting on the tree
e)
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kern DoMAINS/frEMS .. :. Assessments
No Essehe. in Qr 2nd Qr Sri 9r

16. Reads sign boards (any flue)

a) Hospital b) Police Station
a) School C) Hotel
a) Post office g) Medical shop
d) Bank h)

17. Reads small paragraphs (all three correctly with maximum of 10 errors)

a) Paragraph One
b) Paragraph Two ri r- •c) Paragraph Three ii Lj

18. Reads large print from magazines, newspapers, etc.

LI DDE
19. Reads medium sized handwritten paragraphs.

(any three with maximum of 10 errors)

L1] LI LI
20. Reads short news item from a newspapers.

21. Scribbles.

ED DLI
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS Assessments 1Nt $aàe 1*q SpAQr. 3rdQr.

22. Traces along a straight line.

DEED
23. Traces aleng a circular object (23*J)

DEED
24. Traces alphabets of own name

DEED
25. Copies alphabets of own name

DEED
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS
-

Assessments
No. Baselin l.t9 lmdQr SthQ

26. Copies a straight line

27. Copies circle

0
Li EL

28. Draws a line connecting 3 dots

DEED
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fltem DOMAINS/ITEMS . Assessments

F No
Ba.eI'ne 1& Qr 2nd Qr 3rd Qr

29. Writes own name

30. Copies a square

31. Copies a triangle
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[Them DOMAINS/ITEMS Asseesments
B.sehne 1ecr sedQr Srr

32. Copies own address

33. Writes own address

DEED
34. Copies printed sentences (any five)

a) There are apples, mangoes and bananas in the basket.

b) What is the Capital of India? Delhi is the Capital of India.

c) Hello! How are you? I am fine, thank you!

d)
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS Assessments
No. - 14e1'ne 1.&Qr 2ndQr 3dQr

35. Dictation of words (any fuel

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

36. Dictation of sentences (any flue)

a)

b)

a)

d)

e)

DEED
3?. Writes s letter.
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item DOMMNSf1TEMS . .. Asseisthents ::::.:::::\

No. .::.. .. . BaMohl.iQ*lrIdQt: lraQr

38. rrns in an appIition. E E] E
39. Composition (minimum 40 words on any one topic

maximum 3 errors permitted)

a) My Pet b) My Home c) My School

DEED
40. Writes a leave letter.

E DEE
Total Raw Score Baseline let Quarter findQuarter lllrd Quarter1IIli.__.
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS
—

AemessnenMn. _____ _____-— —— 3.S. 1a 5ar ltt.]
NUMBERSTD4E (WY)

NOTE Forsomeoftbe Items in thi, domain, ifthe child uses hi. fingemfline./objn as dues for calculation it
should be scored., "duein('. to score independent, the child should pa.. the required number of item, givenIntherecordbooklet lncsjethechuldia ableto completotwo sum, IndependentIyandyetreq,e, duestocompletethe third awn, then the score is given as 4 end not 5

1. Rote counts 1-5. fl [II] [II]
2. Separate, one object froma group upon request fl [II] fl [I]
3. Discriminates between less and more.

4. Matches idethcal number of concrete objects.

5. Recognise, written number, from 1-10, E LII LII LII
6. Write, number, one to ten

DEED
7. Picks up specified number of objects upto five.

a) 2 b) 5
d)3 DEED

S. Arranges mumber symbols sequentially from 1-5 in an order. fl
9, Follows directions tofu upto half glass.

10. Add, single digit numbers within ten (any five)

a) 3 b) 4+2 +3
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Item DOMAINS/ITEMS Assessments
No. Ba..liuw 1sQ.

CrzëQ__sr4.aj
a) 3 d) 5
+7 +0

e)

DEED
11. Subtracts single digit numbers within ten (any five)

a) 3 b) 6-4

c) 9 d) 4-2 -0

e)

DELI E
12. Writes numerals above ten on dictation (any ten)

13. Does two digitadditions without eariy over (any five)

a) 44 b) 25
+22 +62

10?
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Appendix i
BEHAVIOTJRAL..pROFfl ON BASIC-MR. PART - A

Name of the student : . S. KA Level/C1ts - '•>"-' Date/s Evaluated by Date/s byAge : J LA ES &seline Assessment Second Quarter Assessment
Sex MALI First Quarter Assessment Third Quarter Assessment I 3. 'Ps M.
ItenNo
Motor

ADI.

!!!11.
s-i ci

!! 789UI
AL rg

2I3H1S1t6!Anrrr3 .±ss -r?
2414 ItemNo
.L *ttor
r AOL

J222
frs

24

S

252OZ

ss
IS
s-

2

s
3lifl'
£aA

3
.2c

$33 383
22EL±j3/Is I

Language
Receptive crC£n:. r ZX LL Language

Exprenive SLS C f3 5 f 53S
u

r
Readlig 1.Li L .tI £L Wnun1 flL4 k11 J€
Number 5tr5 IL L J4J -- - Time 4I.1! IL L All LI £
Domestic 3 3 5 ' i / - - — Social S 3' 3' S £

Li.!! Ln
Pre-Vocationalh. I Money .!k.

3' s c gc i
--I-:

/ i
Scoring Key: lndependent:5 -dueing:4 - Verbal pronpting:3 - Physical proriçtiag:2 -Totally d.pendua:l -Nat IicabIaO

117

Sire of the Behwjiozgroj hvfite re4uced to indude in this book.

DOMLIN PS % PS % PS % RS %
Motor /37 Y-5-
AOL iY/ 7y..c

/40Ij 7c

c
i/dC)

I(?
70

ej
44
163

12.

Language /7c 't.% /72. -4 1W ei-ç 1)9
Reading-Writing (3 b 132. /' 137 £1-S
Number-Time 18 i7 loS 5-I.e flS !i:a 1!
Domestic-Social T Sfl S

jj
'j Z. 4S '37 41-f

Prevocational-Money i4. 27. L J/ S 31-5 77 39.5

TOTAL c%zj g !!& 28d ?ItI4s-

cRAPmc PROFI*.E
HASELINE TRAINING

C 100 ____________ __________up
IT, • SO _____________
U I

c 60 ________________ . — -._____________ ______________ ________________
a a 43 ______________ ____________In
I t 20 _________________- ______________ ______________ ________________
w a*9 _______ - _______ ______ -______

IQr. IlQr. IIIQr.
(Key:RS-R,w Score:Qr.-Quansr)



BASELINE

C 100u P

a a 40
n

e 9
a

BEIIAVIOURAL PROFILE ON BASIC-MR. PART-A

Level/Class Date/s Evaluated by

Baseline Assessment
First Quarter Assessment _______

Appendix i

Name of the student

Age
Sex

Item No.

Motor

ADL
Language

ii

Time

Domestic

iocational

Second Quarter Assessment
Third Quarter Assessment

Date/s Evaluated by

Item No.
Motor

ADL

Language
Er
Wi
Time

Social

Money

Scoring Kay IndependentS - Clueing:4 - Verbal prompting:3 - Physical prompting:2 -Totally dependent:l - Not applicable:0

line

II Qr.

TRAINING

Ill Qr.
a I Qr.

0Cc S -Raw Sc ore Qr Qut reerj

its



BEHAVIOURAL PROFILE ON BASIC-MR. PART - B
Appendix ii

Level/Class ' 4 6 / Date/s Evaluated by
Baseline Assessment
First Quarter Assessment

Date/s

Second Quarter Assessment ________
Third Quarter Assessment c

Violent

12 3
I

and Destructive Behav,oua Temper Tantrums

4 5 6 7 8 9H0 11 iiJii4 15 16 17 IS 19

i"I II C
I

Misbehaves with others

2021 22 23 2425 26

p

27F

)

Self injurious Behaviours Repetitive Behaviours
-

28 2930 31 3233 343536 373S 39 4041'424344 45

(
I

I

I I—
Cd

48

d Behaviours
4950 5fl FkvPeractive

e

5354

5557

bellious Beh

5S59

60
aviours Antiso
61

62l63

64

!
cial Behaviour.s

6667 69L071

—
F

Seo*ra Key Never (Fl) 0; Ocoasionaily (0) I; Frequently (F)

GRAPHIC PROFILEr! —__________________
BASELtNE TRAININGIC

ii p 100

-
I ° 60a a
I n 40

20.9
a BASELINE t Qr, ti Qr lIt Qr.

Size oft/ic Behavioural Profile reduced to include in this book.
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CUMULATIVE SCORES

ASSESSMENT RAW SCORES CUMULATIVE
PERCENTAGES

BASELINE It / 67

FIRST QUARTER I -
SECOND QUARTER . U

THIRD QUARTER

Name of the student V .
Age it
Sex MAUG

Evaluated by
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BEHAVIOURAL PROFILE ON BASIC-MR. PART -B
Appendix ii

Name of the student

Age
Sex

Level/Class
Baseline Assessment
First Quarter Assessmettt

Date/s Evaluated by
Second Quarter Assessment
Third Quarter Assessment

Date/s Evaluated by

GRAPHIC PROFILE ________________
BASELINE TRAINING

C
u p 100 _______________

so ______ ____ ____ _____ I

Ic ______ ______ _______I.e
t n 40 ________________

20 _______________ ___________ ___________ _____________

;e 9 0 ________ ______a
BASELINE I Qr. II Qr. III Qr.

120-
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Appendix V

OThER MMII PUBLICATIONS

Title Price
(in rupees)

1. Directory of Institutions for the Mentally Handicapped Persons in India Out of stock

2. Supplement to the Directory of Institutions for the Mentally
Handicapped Persons in India. Out of stock.

3. Mental Retardation: A Manual for Village Rehabilitation Workers 10.00

4. Mental Retardation: A Manual for Multi Rehabilitation Workers 10.00

5. Mental Retardation: A Manual for Guidance Counsellors 10.00

6. Mental Retardation: A Manual for Psychologists 10.00

7. Annual Seminar on Mental Retardation (1889) 10.00

8. Vocational Training and Employment of Persons with Mental Retardation 10.00

9. Handbook for the Trainers of Mental Retardation: Prepirmary Level 30.00

10. Organisation of Special Schools for the Mentally Retarded Persons 8.00

11. Organisatin of Special Class in a Regular School 8.00

12. Towards Independence Series : Enhancing Gross Motor Skills 10.00

13. Towards Independence Series Fine Motor Skills 10.00

14. Towards Independence Series : Feeding on Their Own 10.00

15. Towards Independence Series : Toilet Training 10.00

16. Towards Independence Series Teaching Brushing Skills 10.00

17. Towards Independence Series : We can Dress Ourselves 10.00

18. Towards Independence Series : Train Your Child to Bathe . 10.00

19. Towards Independence Series : Teaching Grooming Skills 10.00

20. Towards Independence Series : Teaching Basic Social Skills 10.00

21. Manual for "Towards Independence Serie" 10.00

22. Skill Training in the Mentally Retarded Persons : Bathing 10.00

23. Skill Training in the Mentally Retarded Persons : Gross Motor Skills 10.00

24. Skill Training in the Mentally Retarded Persons : Pine Motor Skills 10.00

25. Skill Training in the Mentally Retarded Persons : Eating Skills 10.00

26. Skill Training in the Mentally Retarded Persons Toilet Training 10.00

27. Skill Training in the Mentally Retarded Persons : Tooth Brushing 10.00

28. Skill Training in the Mentally Retarded Persons : Dressing 10.00

29. Skill Training in the Mentally Retarded Persons : Grooming 10.00
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30. Skill Training in the Mentally Retarded Persons Social Skills 10.00

31. Play Activities for Young children with Special Needs (English) 10.00

32. Play Activities for Young children with Special Needs (Hindi) 10.00

MIMEOGRAPHS

33. Open Employment Opportunities in the Departments
of Post and

Telecommunications for Persons with Mental Retardation
10.00

34. Open Employment Opportunities in the Indian Railways for persons

with Mental Retardation
10.00

35. job Analysis and on the Job Training for Persons with Mental
Retardation. Series 1. Manufacture of Wire, Cut Bricks and Tiles 10.00

VIDEO FILMS

1. Step by Step We Learn (English)
150.00

2. Step by Step We Learn (Telugu)
150.00

3. Give Them a Chance.(English)
150.00

4. Give Them a Chance (Telugu)
150.00

5. Sahanubuthi Nahi sayog (Mmdi)
150.00

EDUCATIONAL FOLDERS AND POSTERS (for free distxibutioffl

1. My Tool Box

2. Teaching Time

3. Check and Know

4. Prevent Mental Retardation

5. Saying Simple Words

6. Tell the Day, Date and Month: A Special Education Calender

7. Mentally Retarded Children and Communication (Speech Language Heating Development)

S. Declaration of Geneal and Special Rights of the Mentally Retarded

9 Greeting Skills

10. Ten different Posters (in English. Itindi and Telugu) on Prevention and Management

of Mentally Retarded Children (Out of stock)

Note: Please mail your requests alongwith a Demand Draft
drawn in favour of "Director, NIMH,

Secunderabad' to: Information &DocunlentatiOn Officer, NIMH, Manovikasnagar. Secunderabad:

S000n. (A.P. INDIA)
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